Fall, 2005

Dear Film Enthusiasts:
As Governor of the State of Delaware, I am honored and pleased to welcome you to the 8th Annual
Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival. This event has grown to become a popular fall event in the
Mid-Atlantic region and beyond.
The festival presents a broad selection of the best American and foreign independent films, including
shorts, documentaries, and features. Children and student films are also featured for the next generation
of film buffs.
The Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival is a wonderful event for Sussex County communities and
the State of Delaware.
So sit back, be entertained, stimulated and inspired! Don’t forget the popcorn!
Sincerely,

Ruth Ann
Governor
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Dear Friends and Supporters of the Festival,
2005 has been an exciting year for the Film Society. The Board began its year with a retreat in January, at which we reviewed
the Strategic Plan and began envisioning some philosophical and directional changes for the organization.
One of our major goals has been to expand our educational and community outreach programs, this in response to requests
from the membership in the past several years. Some of the highlights of this effort are the following:

• Screen Stories (a film viewing/discussion series in partnership with
the Lewes Library)
• Third Thursday Theater (a children’s film series in partnership with
the Rehoboth Beach Library)
• Cinema & Art (a partnership with the Rehoboth Art League)
• Screen Cuisine ( a partnership with Sussex County Cheer Centers)
• Morris Fierberg Student Film Award and Endowment Fund

Beth Hochholzer

• Lori Phillips Community Outreach Endowment Fund

President, Board of Directors
Rehoboth Beach Film Society

• Re-designed website to better communicate with our over 1100
members and interested others

And if these initiatives were not enough, come to Opening

In closing, I would be remiss in not acknowledging the support

Night and hear about the biggest programming development

of our local business owners, many of whom serve on our

to date! An announcement will be made that will delight all

Citizens’ Advisory Committee, the local media for its generous

local and visiting film buffs!

coverage of our events, and the Delaware Division of the Arts,

With our decision to increase educational and outreach
programs, the Board deemed it advisable to re-structure
staffing to better serve the needs of the organization. In place
of a full-time Programmer, we have created three part-time staff
positions: Educational/Outreach Coordinator, Festival Program
Director, and Administrative Assistant. These staff positions
report directly to the Managing Director, Sue Early. Re-structuring
has helped us to streamline various job responsibilities and
better utilize limited office space.

whose considerable financial, moral and professional support
has been invaluable. The creative design work of Siquis polishes
our public image through posters, flyers and logos. Finally, the
Movies at Midway has been increasingly supportive over the
years in working with us to bring sometimes controversial,
often provocative, and never dull independent films to our
audiences on a year-round basis. In addition, we welcome the
return of our Title Sponsor, the media family of Delaware Coast
Press, Delaware Beachcomber, and delmarvanow!com. A special
thanks to Joni Silverstein, President and Publisher, for her loyal

Finally, we are focusing our attention on the continued need

support. We urge you to support the businesses and individuals

for fund-raising in order to better serve our membership and

who support us (please see page 11). We value the contribu-

community. Our first-ever fund-raising event held on April 2,

tions of each and every one, including our corps of valiant

2005, at Venus on the Half-Shell in Dewey Beach, was a

volunteers, without whom we simply could not function. So as

resounding success in terms of both fun and funding! Watch

we arrive at the grand climax of our best year ever, enjoy the

for encores in future months and mark your calendars to join us!

Festival and continue to share with us your input, talents and
support. We need you all!
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• Donation of a van by CP Diver Chevrolet for the Reels on Wheels Program

festival program director welcome

welcome
Programming a festival is not unlike visiting a festival as an audience member:

You are taking a journey to an often exotic and hopefully exciting country, to
broaden your horizons, learn new things, relax a little and, all in all, have a
jolly good time.
To make the most of your journey, you go well prepared: you speak at least some of the language, and you have
brought your maps and guidebooks.
Hopefully, you have also brought an open mind because this is an ever-changing country, and the best discoveries
are often those you make when you least expect them.
Knowing this, you stay away from guided tours, preferring to wander and follow your whim, like a flaneur exploring
a city …
This year’s journey will take us all the way from Bhutan to Cuba, with many stops on the way: several days in
Argentina, followed by excursions to New Zealand, Finland, Germany, France, Italy, Israel, the African continent, and
– closer to home - Mexico, the Californian Salton Sea, the farmlands of Illinois, the musical heart of Philadelphia,
New York, New York City and Canada to the North.
But no matter which itinerary you chose, certain themes and issues will emerge. These are themes and issues
shared between the peoples of the world – issues of concern to all of us, no matter which place we call home.
There is the theme of the ‘journey’ and there are the stories of people looking for a place where the grass might be
greener than it is at home.
And there is the theme of family and, with it, the theme of love and commitment. We learn that families can take
many shapes and forms, and that what really matters is the love and caring that keeps its members together.
Young people growing up and finding a place for themselves is yet another theme that emerges strongly in this
year’s crop of films, as does coming to terms with one’s past to live more freely in the present and future.
The call for more social justice around the world is a call often taken up by filmmakers, as is a concern about the
very basis of our existence: water, food, farming, resources, and the environment.
But sharing these concerns doesn’t mean one can’t have a good time as well. For healthy belly laughs and soothing
smiles, I recommend some of the ‘small miracles’ in this year’s focus on the art of the short film.
So let’s celebrate and rejoice and value the privilege to be able to partake of the art of cinema, the one art form
that brings all other art forms together and makes them dance.
Enjoy!

Erika Jakubassa
Festival Program Director,
Eighth Annual Rehoboth Beach
Independent Film Festival
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sponsor appreciation
Title Sponsor

sponsors page

advertising & design

Supporting Sponsors
• Delaware Today
• Delaware River and
Bay Authority

• Nancy Leggoe
• Teleduction

Contributing Sponsors
• Atlantic Horizon
• Canadian Embassy
• Century Wines & Spirits
• Delmarva Online
• DuArt Film & Video

• Ibach’s
• Midwest Feather &
Down
• Prudential Gallo
REALTORS

• Pulte Homes
• Sussex County
Councilman
Lynn J. Rodgers

• The SEA BOVA
Associates @ REALTY
EXECUTIVES

International
• Jack Lingo Realtor
• Jake's Seafood
Restaurant
• Metro Technical
Services
• David P. Nelson &
Bill McManus

• Nicola Pizza
• Rose Walker - Your
Real Estate Agent By
The Sea, RE/MAXBethany Beach
• Sussex County
Councilman George
B. Cole

• Tanger Outlet Center
• WAWA Food Market
#849
• Weston Foods /
Scholastic Corp.
• Vicki York... at the
beach Realty

Sponsors
• Abizak’s
• Blue Moon
• Boardwalk Builders
• Delaware Electric
Cooperative
• Delaware National
Bank
• Environmental
Consultants

Pre-Opening Night Reception Sponsors
• Nage
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Presenting Sponsor

Corporate Sponsors

• Comcast Cablevision
of Delmarva
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• Café Azafrán

• Adriatico Ristorante & Seafood Cafe

live in the lounge!
In addition to planning your schedule of great films, don’t miss what’s happening in the Big Tent Lounge.
Read on to see what other activities you may include as part of your festival experience.

Beer Tasting
Friday (Nov. 11), beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Lounge in the Big Tent
(Sponsored by Dogfish Head Craft Brewery)
Come sample beers from Dogfish Head Craft Brewery, the area’s only microbrewery! Do you remember when Dogfish Head started
in downtown Rehoboth in 1995 as the smallest commercial brewery in America? Well now they’ve expanded into a second Milton,
Delaware location and currently distribute beer to about 25 states and 4 countries. The beers of Dogfish Head are lauded in the
global beer community as some of the most innovative in the world! Taste them for yourself as brewers from Dogfish will host a
tutored sampling of the brewery’s latest offerings.

live in the lounge

Spirits Tasting
Saturday (Nov. 12) beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Lounge in the Big Tent
(Sponsored by Dogfish Head Craft Brewery)
Sample small-batch spirits from the Dogfish Head Distillery, located in downtown Rehoboth Beach. Known for the ultra-smooth
Blue Hen Vodka, as well as rum and gin. Dogfish Head is one of a handful of small-batch distilleries in the country. The folks from
Dogfish will host a tutored sampling of the distillery’s current offerings.

Massage Services
Marathon Moviegoers! Is suspense and intense concentration playing havoc with your neck and shoulder muscles? Try a 15
minute chair massage as part of your intermission between films. Professionally trained practitioners can provide you muscle
relief and soothing comfort.
Chair massage services will be available in the Big Tent (Thursday – Sunday) from 11:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. on a first come, first
serve basis. Cost: $1 per minute, minimum of 15 minutes.

Holiday Shopping - Raffle Tickets
Yes you are at a film festival but you can also complete some holiday shopping at the same time. Lunch, dinner, 2006 festival
tickets, a new hair style, and many other fantastic prizes make great gifts for the upcoming holiday season, birthdays, and/or as
a way of saying thank-you. Raffle tickets are tax deductible and help support the Film Society. $1.00 per ticket, $5.00 for 6 tickets,
or $10 for 13 tickets.
Tickets are available at the Information Booth, Film Society Office, or other Film Society events
Drawing: Monthly screening in June, 2006

Theaters

Becoming a Film Society Member

All films will be screened at the Movies at Midway complex, in
the Midway Shopping Center on Highway One, just north of
Rehoboth Beach, across from the Super Fresh.

If you are not a member, you may easily join the Rehoboth
Beach Film Society and start enjoying your benefits right away
by completing the form on page 88 and mailing it with your
dues to the Film Society Office, registering in person at the
Film Society Office, or registering at the Membership Booth
in the Big Tent during the festival.

Box Office Location
All tickets must be purchased at the Film Festival Box Office,
located in the Big Tent. The Big Tent will be situated behind the
Midway Shopping Strip. Access is from the parking lot behind
the stores, or via the "cut-through" between the Duron Paint
store and JavaByte C@fe.

Box Office Schedule

Ticket Prices
A separate ticket must be purchased for each film.
Please note tickets are non-refundable
General Admission:
$8 per ticket
Senior Admission:
$6 per ticket
(60 years of age or older)
Youth Admission:
$6 per ticket
(11 years old or younger)
Student membership:
$6 per ticket
(must have current RBFS membership card present)

Enjoy food and beverages in our Lounge in the Big Tent
throughout the festival. This is a great place to relax, meet
new friends, and share information about the great films
you’ve seen!

Merchandise
Don’t wait too long to buy the always popular Festival T-shirt,
cap, or bag because they will run out! You will find high quality
merchandise at reasonable prices to take home as souvenirs or
gifts for the upcoming holidays.

Opening Night and Closing NIght
Tickets for Opening Night at the Rehoboth Beach Convention
Center, downtown on Rehoboth Ave. Wednesday, November 9
are $25. Tickets for the Closing Night Party at the Big Tent
(Film Festival Box Office) on Sunday, November 13 are $15.
For more information on these events, please see pages 18
and 19. Tickets to these events can be purchased from the
Film Society Office by mail or in person.

Payment Options

Limited supply available for pre-festival purchase only
$45 Cinematic Six Pack provides six film vouchers
$70 Reel Deal 10-Pack provides ten film vouchers
Please note that each film voucher must be traded in at the box
office for a ticket for the specific show you wish to see.
(Note: Film vouchers do not guarantee seating at any show and
are non-refundable)

We accept MasterCard and Visa for payment on merchandise
and memberships.

Audience Awards

Exchange Fee

At each screening, audience members will receive a ballot to
rate the film. Voting is very simple so please return your ballet
at the end of each screening. Winners for Best Feature, Best
Debut Film, Best Documentary and Best Short Film will be
announced at the Closing Party on Sunday, November 13.

There is a $1.00 processing fee for all ticket exchanges if you
decided to change your screening time or film selection.

Lost & Found

In order to help insure a more equitable distribution of tickets
and greater access to films for all attendees, the following
policies apply to all ticket sales during the festival:
• RBFS individual members may purchase (2) tickets per film in
the Members Only Line*
• RBFS couple members may purchase (4) tickets per film in
the Members Only Line*
• Non-members may purchase two tickets per film in the
Non-Members Line on the day of the show only
* Membership level determines if you can purchase your
tickets in advance or on the day of the show. Membership
cards are required.
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Food

Discount Booklets

Ticket Sales Policy
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If you’ve misplaced your glasses, think you left a sweater on a
Theater chair, or you found keys in the parking lot, please go
to the Lost & Found box at the Information Booth in the Big
Tent. All discovered materials will be kept at this location.
Note: We do our best to make sure the festival runs smoothly
and this program is accurate as of press time. Please
understand that we depend on other festivals, distributors,
delivery people, and filmmakers to get films here on time
and sometimes problems do occur. Call the festival office
at 302-645-9095 or check our website at www.rehobothfilm.com
for the most current information.

Enjoy the Festival!

everything you need to know

The Box Office opens at 9:00 a.m. for RBFS members and 10:00
a.m. for non-members from Thursday, November 10 – Sunday,
November 13. The Box Office will close at the start of the last
film screening on each day.
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film schedule

film schedule

Thursday - Nov 10th

Friday - Nov 11th

Film Name

Start Time End Time

Film Name

Start Time End Time

The Wild Parrots of Telegraph Hill
Ladies in Lavender
Touch the Sound
Rock School
Pelicanman
American Potpourri
Caterina in the Big City
Intimate Stories
Love By Mistake
Occupation: Dreamland
Heights
To the Other Side
Travellers and Magicians
Little Sky
The Beautiful Country
My Summer of Love
Writer of O
Walk on Water
The American Ruling Class
Games of Love & Chance
Head On
Loggerheads
Yes
Worldwide Shorts
My Brother's Summer
Conventioneers
The Ninth Day
The Holy Girl
Saving Face
Medusa Plus Shorts
That Man: Peter Berlin

12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:15 PM
12:35 PM
12:45 PM
1:00 PM
1:10 PM
1:40 PM
2:10 PM
2:15 PM
2:45 PM
2:55 PM
3:00 PM
3:05 PM
3:40 PM
4:15 PM
4:35 PM
5:00 PM
5:10 PM
5:20 PM
5:30 PM
6:15 PM
6:20 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:20 PM
7:45 PM
8:10 PM
8:20 PM
8:25 PM
8:30 PM

Travellers and Magicians
Music from the Inside Out
A Year in the Death of Jack Richards
Walk on Water
International Shorts
Pelicanman
Plagues & Pleasures on the Salton Sea
Cote d'Azur
Darwin's Nightmare
The World
Little Sky
The Favor
American Potpourri
To the Other Side
Loggerheads
The Holy Girl
Enron:The Smartest Guys in the Room
Cinewomen Shorts
Looking for the Lost Voice
My Brother's Summer
The Corporation
The Ninth Day
Emerging Filmmaker Tribute
Intimate Stories
Wall
Private
Caterina in the Big City
Mysterious Skin
Saving Face
Asbury Shorts
Keane
The Reception

12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:15 PM
12:20 PM
12:30 PM
12:40 PM
1:00 PM
1:50 PM
2:25 PM
2:30 PM
2:35 PM
2:40 PM
2:50 PM
3:00 PM
3:50 PM
4:35 PM
4:45 PM
4:50 PM
5:00 PM
5:10 PM
5:15 PM
5:50 PM
6:45 PM
6:45 PM
7:00 PM
7:05 PM
7:15 PM
7:50 PM
8:00 PM
8:35 PM
9:00 PM
9:00 PM

1:30 PM
1:45 PM
1:55 PM
2:15 PM
2:20 PM
2:35 PM
2:45 PM
3:15 PM
3:45 PM
4:10 PM
4:25 PM
4:35 PM
4:55 PM
5:00 PM
5:50 PM
5:45 PM
6:10 PM
6:45 PM
6:50 PM
7:25 PM
7:40 PM
7:55 PM
8:00 PM
8:10 PM
8:45 PM
8:55 PM
9:25 PM
9:55 PM
9:55 PM
9:30 PM
10:10 PM

1:55 PM
1:30 PM
1:45 PM
2:10 PM
2:15 PM
2:15 PM
2:30 PM
3:30 PM
4:20 PM
5:00 PM
4:25 PM
4:15 PM
4:25 PM
4:35 PM
5:30 PM
6:25 PM
6:40 PM
6:25 PM
6:30 PM
6:50 PM
7:45 PM
7:35 PM
8:40 PM
8:30 PM
8:40 PM
8:45 PM
8:50 PM
9:35 PM
9:40 PM
10:10 PM
11:00 PM
10:45 PM
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Saturday - Nov 12th
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Sunday - Nov 13th
Start Time End Time

Film Name

Start Time End Time

Walk on Water
Mrs. Stevens Hears Mermaids Singing
The Beautiful Country
United Nations at Work
A Year in the Death of Jack Richards
Tying the Knot
Head On
Mysterious Skin
Media That Matters
Touch the Sound
The Wild Parrots of Telegraph Hill
Private
Shake Hands with the Devil
Heights
Saving Face
Looking for the Lost Voice
Music from the Inside Out
Travellers and Magicians
Plagues & Pleasures on the Salton Sea
Darwin's Nightmare
Ladies in Lavender
Games of Love & Chance
International Shorts
The Favor
The American Ruling Class
Cote d'Azur
The Corporation
Yes
That Man: Peter Berlin
Audience Favorite
Love By Mistake
Writer of O
My Summer of Love

12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:15 PM
12:20 PM
12:30 PM
12:45 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
2:40 PM
2:45 PM
2:45 PM
2:55 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM
4:40 PM
4:45 PM
4:50 PM
5:00 PM
5:25 PM
6:00 PM
6:15 PM
6:45 PM
6:50 PM
7:00 PM
7:15 PM
7:30 PM
8:15 PM
8:30 PM
8:35 PM
8:45 PM
9:00 PM

Wall
The Holy Girl
Private
Yes
Kilowatt Ours/Oil on Ice/Thirst
Pelicanman
Loggerheads
Intimate Stories
SQUONKumentary
Keane
Ladies in Lavender
The Beautiful Country
Little Sky
Cote d'Azur
The Wild Parrots of Telegraph Hill
The Reception
Rock School
Heights
The World
The Future of Food
Conventioneers
Love By Mistake
My Summer of Love
Mrs. Stevens Hears Mermaids Singing
Tying the Knot
My Brother's Summer
Occupation: Dreamland
Enron: The Smartest Guys in the Room
The Real Dirt on Farmer John
Shake Hands with the Devil

12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:10 PM
12:20 PM
12:30 PM
12:40 PM
12:50 PM
1:00 PM
2:05 PM
2:15 PM
2:20 PM
2:30 PM
2:35 PM
2:55 PM
3:20 PM
4:00 PM
4:15 PM
4:30 PM
4:45 PM
4:50 PM
4:55 PM
5:00 PM
5:10 PM
6:15 PM
6:20 PM
6:30 PM
6:45 PM
6:50 PM
6:55 PM
7:00 PM

1:45 PM
2:15 PM
2:25 PM
2:15 PM
2:25 PM
2:30 PM
3:05 PM
3:45 PM
4:05 PM
4:25 PM
4:15 PM
4:25 PM
4:30 PM
5:10 PM
5:40PM
5:55 PM
6:15 PM
6:40 PM
6:20 PM
6:55 PM
7:15 PM
8:10 PM
8:00 PM
8:15 PM
8:35 PM
8:40 PM
9:35 PM
9:30 PM
9:55 PM
Until
10:05 PM
10:15 PM
10:30 PM

1:40 PM
1:50 PM
1:45 PM
2:05 PM
3:40 PM
2:15 PM
2:30 PM
2:40 PM
3:40 PM
3:55 PM
4:10 PM
4:40 PM
4:25 PM
4:35 PM
4:50 PM
5:50 PM
5:55 PM
6:10 PM
7:15 PM
6:45 PM
6:35 PM
6:35 PM
6:40 PM
8:25 PM
7:50 PM
8:20 PM
8:15 PM
8:40 PM
8:25 PM
8:30 PM

film schedule

Film Name

film planner

film planner

Thursday - Nov 10th

Friday - Nov 11th

10:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

6:00 PM
6:30 PM - Beer Tasting (Big Tent)

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

10:00 PM

10:00 PM

11:00 PM

11:00 PM

12:00 PM

12:00 PM
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Saturday - Nov 12th
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Sunday - Nov 13th
10:00 AM

11:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

6:00 PM

6:30 PM - Spirits Tasting (Big Tent)
7:00 PM

7:00 PM

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

10:00 PM

10:00 PM

11:00 PM

11:00 PM

12:00 PM

12:00 PM

film planner

10:00 AM

opening night
Rehoboth Beach Convention Center

opening night festivities

229 Rehoboth Ave.
$25 per ticket (refreshments and popcorn included)
Wednesday, November 9, 2005 – doors open at 7:00 pm
Join the opening festivities of the Eighth Annual Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival! The Opening
event will include welcome remarks, the announcement of the first Annual Morris Fierberg Student Award
recipient, a sneak preview of this year’s fantastic trailers, a special appearance by dancers from the Ballet
Theater of Dover, and a screening of Ballets Russes.
Unearthing a treasure trove of archival footage, filmmakers Dan Geller and Dayna Goldfine have fashioned a
dazzlingly entrancing ode to the revolutionary twentieth-century dance troupe known as the Ballets Russes.
What began as a group of Russian refugees who never danced in Russia became not one but two rival dance
troupes who fought the infamous “ballet battles” that consumed London society before World War II.
Ballets Russes maps the company’s Diaghilev-era beginnings in turn-of-the-century Paris - when artists such
as Nijinsky, Balanchine, Picasso, Miró, Matisse, and Stravinsky united in an unparalleled collaboration - to its
halcyon days of the 1930s and ’40s, when the Ballets Russes toured America, astonishing audiences schooled
in vaudeville with artistry never before seen, to its demise in the 1950s and ’60s when rising costs, rocketing
egos, outside competition, and internal mismanagement ultimately brought this revered company to its knees.
Directed with consummate invention and infused with juicy anecdotal interviews from many of the company’s
glamorous stars, Ballets Russes treats modern audiences to a rare glimpse of the singularly remarkable merger
of Russian, American, European, and Latin American dancers, choreographers, composers, and designers that
transformed the face of ballet for generations to come.
(2005, 118 min., USA)

The Ballet Theater of Dover will present a brief demonstration of Classical Ballet – From Past to Present,
(a glimpse into the fine nuances of classical ballet training). Dancers will present the Fairies Entrada from Act I,
“The Sleeping Beauty”. This ballet was brought to the West by Diaghilev’s Ballet Russe with its first
performance at the Alhambra Theatre in London in 1921. Since then, this has become one of the most beloved
ballets of all time.
Dancers: Alexis Moore, Sara Biscardi, Amanda Lawrence, Virginia Mills, Patricia Holmea, and Robert Padgett.
The Ballet Theatre of Dover, directed by Teresa Emmons, is the performing company of the Dance Conservatory. Graduates of the school
have danced with numerous companies including the North Carolina Dance Theatre, Ballet Tech, The Dutch National Ballet, Richmond
Ballet, Washington Ballet, Pennsylvania Ballet, the Suzanne Farrell Dance Company and several Broadway touring companies. The
company’s repertoire features the classics including “Sleeping Beauty”, “Le Corsaire”, “Raymonda”, “La Bayadere” and the annual
holiday staple, “The Nutcracker”.

Opening Night Sponsor
Special thanks to (ECI) Environmental Consultants International Corporation and Ross Harris for sponsoring usage of the
Convention Center for this event.

closing night
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Big Tent, Film Festival Box Office
$15 per ticket – beginning at 8:30 pm
Sunday, November 13, 2005

Celebrate the end of another great festival!
Enjoy complimentary lite fare, an open bar, and the great sounds of Lisa Scott & the Melting Pot.

Tickets can be purchased in-person at the Film Society Office, by mail, or at the Special Services table in the
Big Tent during the festival.

audience awards
Each viewer will receive a ballot for each film that you attend. Please complete each and every ballot, selecting the description
that best describes your personal rating of the film. The choices are:

Poor / Fair / Good / Very Good / Outstanding
Every vote is counted and is very important to the overall process of selecting the best films at this year’s festival including Best
Feature, Best Short, Best Documentary, and Best Debut Feature.
Audience awards are announced at the Closing Night Party. Although there are no financial prizes that accompany these awards,
the Producer and Director are entitled to bragging rights when their film wins an award as determined by audience voting. In
respect of the hard work devoted to each and every film, please be sure to complete your ballot and hand it to the volunteers
located at the exit doors.
Thank you.

film guidance system
The Annual Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival screens films of artistic merit from around the world. Some of these films
have not been rated by the Motion Picture Association of America and may contain material not suitable for minors. In an effort to
provide as much information as possible for viewers, the RBFS has created a guidance system that can be used as part of the film
selection process. Codes were assigned to films, when applicable, to the best of the Film Society’s ability. Film viewers and
parents of minors are strongly encouraged to read the movie descriptions and codes and to use individual discretion when selecting
films for viewing. RBFS employees and Board members are available to answer any questions about the content of any film.
L = may contain some offensive language
N = may contain some nudity
V = may contain some violence
SC = may contain some sexual content

closing night / film guidance system

Audience winners for Best Feature, Best Debut Feature, Best Documentary, and Best Short will be announced

A YEAR IN THE DEATH OF JACK RICHARDS
FRI
SAT

NOV 11
NOV 12

12:15 - 1:45
12:30 - 2:25

Dir. by B.P. Paquette, 85 min. Canada, 2004

C AT E R I N A I N T H E B I G C I T Y
(Caterina va in Città)
Sponsor:

THURS
FRI

NOV 10
NOV 11

1:10 - 2:45
7:15 - 8:50 Cannon Technologies

Best Director, 19th Annual Fort Lauderdale Film Festival
Best New Talent (Alice Teghil), 19th Annual Fort Lauderdale Film Festival
(With Subtitles)
“ … a droll and sharp-witted political satire.” Stuart Klawans,
The Nation

Caterina in the Big City is a coming of age story about
a 15-year-old provincial girl who moves to Rome and finds her
new tony private school is a microcosm of the cultural and
political divisions of Italian society.
When her parents, Giancarlo (Sergio Castellitto) and Agata
(Margherita Buy), move from a seaside town in Tuscany to an
ailing aunt's apartment in the big city, Caterina (newcomer
Alice Teghil) is ready for something new. Dad, a teacher in a
tech school, has undisguised social ambitions and is delighted
to see a list of famous last names attending his old alma mater,
where Caterina will also be going.

Her class is split between leftist no-globals and rich kids who
parrot their parents' conservative ideas. Both sides try to bring
the new girl into their sphere of influence.
As her parent’s marriage disintegrates in the face of her father’s
social frustrations, Caterina finds comfort in her extended
family and hope for the future in a budding romance with a boy
from Australia.
The film lays bare Italy’s great political divide and absence of
middle ground, a situation that with some variations US viewers
have become increasingly familiar.

Dir. by Paolo Virzi, 90 min. Italy, 2003

feature films

Jack Richards is an enthrallingly sinister drama which blurs the
borders between a paranoid mind and reality. Despite its
seemingly grim subject matter, the film makes for compulsive
viewing, if only for the astute acting of its main protagonist,
played by Vlasta Vrana.

Jack Richards, a Professor of Theology in his 50s, has
apparently gone mad obsessing over the supposed abduction
of his daughter by what he believes to be a sinister cult.
Wallowing in self-pity for years, he decides to commit suicide.
However, the manner in which he decides to kill himself is
quite peculiar: he allows himself to be abducted by what he
believes to be a cult, whose members treat him as their “king”
for one year and then murder him as an atonement for their sins.

CONVENTIONEERS
Sponsor:

THURS
SUN

NOV 10
NOV 13

7:20 - 8:55
4:55 - 6:35

Booth & Associates, Inc

Official Selection Tribeca Film Festival
MID-ATLANTIC PREMIERE

Set against the real 2004 GOP convention in New York City,
Conventioneers is an ironic Romeo & Juliet story which
explores the consequences of the divide in American politics.

feature films

The film follows a young Republican who comes to New York
for the first time to be a delegate in the Republican National
Convention and falls into an unlikely affair with a girl he knew
in college - a Democrat who has returned to the city to protest
the convention.
Says first-time feature director Mora Stephens: “I wanted to
explore the consequences of the political divide in America
through an intimate, personal story … a love story between
two people who could not be together because of their
political differences.

Their affair in the shadow of the Republican Convention will
test their beliefs about politics, love and commitment, and will
push buttons on both sides of the audience.
The idea behind the film was that a small group of people,
using mini-DV cameras and having each crew member swing
multiple jobs, could efficiently make independent feature films
without compromising the creative results. The new technology
offered a groundbreaking opportunity to be mobile and
discreet - to film in real environments in a way that had never
been possible before. The result is a thoughtful and lively
piece of (guerilla) filmmaking that pushes the boundaries of
its genre.

Dir. by Mora Stephens, 95 min. USA, 2005

COTE D’A Z UR
Sponsor:

FRI
SAT
SUN

For the summer vacations, Marc takes his wife Béatrix and
their two children to the seaside house of his youth. The
Mediterranean wind blows, the sea churns, and the heat of
summer stokes their desires. Their daughter Laura, 19, has a
rendezvous with her biker boyfriend, and their son Charley, 17,
roams with his best friend Martin, who is in love with him.
Béatrix is sensitive to the undisclosed, erotically-charged
atmosphere that exists between the boys, and imagines that
her son is gay.
When Béatrix’s lover Mathieu shows up, and Marc’s old flame
Didier appears under the most unexpected circumstances,
complications escalate and the vacation collapses into
hilarious chaos.

NOV 11
NOV 12
NOV 13

1:50 - 3:30
7:00 - 8:40
2:55 - 4:35

Merrill Lynch
CAMP Rehoboth
Coast Press/Delaware
Beachcomber/
delmarvanow!com

Commenting on the happy ending, co-director Jacques
Martineau says: “This story has a Utopian feel… a world in
which desire does not necessarily lead to confrontation. Our
story is a modern fable with everything ending in ‘marriage’
and song!
A delightfully quirky comedy that is not only an ode to a certain
joie de vivre but also opens up another chapter in the book of
love, commitment and family.
Dir. by Oliver Ducastel and Jacques Matineau,
90 min. France, 2004

G A M E S O F LOV E A N D C H A N C E
( L’ E s q u i ve )
Sponsor:

THURS
SAT

NOV 10
NOV 12

5:20 - 7:25
6:00 - 8:10

CP Diver

feature films

Best Film; Best Director; Best Female Newcomer; Best Screenplay,
César Awards, France
(With Subtitles)

Teenagers bantering about seduction in their own
words, tackling the fear of rejection, and learning how to love
is the heart of Games of Love and Chance. It may take place in
the Parisian projects, but this is a universal coming-of-age/love
story that, in the words of director Abdellatif echiche, is about
“marivaudages,” or the light-hearted gallantries/banter of
people living in the projects, talking about love and the theatre.
Krimo is a fifteen-year old pre-thug with big dreams and father
behind bars. School has been a drag and Krimo’s maddening
girlfriend has just bounced, but when he runs into Lydia,
slipping into her costume for the upcoming school play, Krimo
is struck; for the very first time he has fallen in love.

Lydia, a stunning beauty, is not only a romantic, but also a
tough negotiator driven by passion. Only a girl like Lydia could
blow through the projects in an 18th century-designed costume
and get away with it. Confident and sassy, she is the star of
the upcoming school play, Marivaux's "A Game of Love and
Chance." It tells the story of a boy who swears his undying
love for the woman of his dreams. The play has been cast and
strenuous rehearsals have been moving along for weeks.
Whenever Krimo runs into Lydia, playwright Marivaux seems
to be doing all of the talking and it doesn’t take long before
Krimo sees "A Game of Love and Chance" as a way for him
to get closer to Lydia …

Dir. by Abdellatif Kechiche, 117 min. France, 2003

HEAD ON
(Gegen die wand)
THURS
SAT

NOV 11
NOV 12

5:30 - 7:40
1:00 - 3:05

Golden Bear, Berlin Film Festival
Five Lola Awards (Germany’s Oscar's)

40-year-old Cahit is brought to a German psychiatric clinic
after attempting suicide and sets out to start a new life, even
as he longs for drugs and alcohol to numb his pain. Sibel
(Sibel Kekilli) is young, pretty and, like Cahit, Turkish-German.
She lives a lifestyle that is a bit too wild for her devout,
conservative Muslim family and fakes a suicide attempt to try
and escape them. But the incident brings shame upon her
family, who insist that only marriage can save her.
Sibel begs Cahit to marry her and he reluctantly agrees,
perhaps in an effort to save her and to find meaning in his own
life. Initially the two share an apartment and little else as Sibel
sees other men and Cahit continues to have flings with his onagain, off-again girlfriend. Gradually, however, Cahit begins to

fall in love with Sibel and she, in turn, comes to realize that
she loves him—but not before an incident of jealous violence
tests this fledgling romance. When Cahit is sent to jail and
Sibel flees to Turkey, her heart, mind and soul remain with him
- but for how long?
Far from being a ‘Big Fat German/Turkish Wedding’, Faith Akin’s
new film is a raw, powerful love story that adroitly explores
Turkish-German culture and the relationship of two people
trying to find a middle ground between conflicting cultures.
With stunning cinematography this film opens a new chapter
in film and film language ‘head on.’

Dir. by Fatih Akin, 121 min. Germany, 2004
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HEIGHTS
Sponsor:

THUR
SAT
SUN

2:45 - 4:25
3:30 - 5:10
4:30 - 6:10

Siquis, Ltd.
Coastal Frameshop
and Gallery

Productions team of Ismail Merchant, James Ivory, Paul Bradley
and Richard Hawley, Heights follows five characters over
twenty-four hours on a fall day in New York City.

Jonathan (James Marsden), a lawyer. On the same day, Isabel's
mother Diana (Glenn Close) learns that her husband has a new
lover, and begins to re-think her life choices and her
open marriage.

The ensemble cast of the film is a dizzying array of talented
actors, many of them based in New York City. Heights features
younger and older actors, and new talent playing opposite
established movie stars - George Segal plays opposite James
Marsden, Isabella Rossellini opposite [young British actor]
John Light, Glenn Close opposite young actors who have never
been in films before.

Diana and Isabel’s paths cross with Alec (Jesse Bradford), a
young actor, and with Peter (John Light), a journalist. As the
interrelated stories proceed, the connections between the
lives of the five characters begin to reveal themselves and their
stories unravel so that Isabel, Jonathan, Diana, Alec, and Peter
must choose what kind of lives they will lead before the sun
comes up on the next day.

The story follows Isabel (Elizabeth Banks), a photographer, who
is having second thoughts about her upcoming marriage to

Dir. by Chris Terrio, 93 min. USA, 2004

Produced by the legendary Oscar winning Merchant Ivory

feature films

NOV 10
NOV 12
NOV 13

I N T I M AT E S T O R I E S
(Historias Minimas)
Sponsor:

THURS
FRI
SUN

WINNER, BEST FIRST FEATURE
– OUTFEST LOS ANGELES

NOV 10
NOV 11
NOV 13

1:40 - 3:15
6:45 - 8:30
1:00 - 2:40

Café Azafrán
Blockbuster

Winner, Best Film, Palm Springs Film Festival
Official Selection, Sundance Film Festival
Winner, Best Spanish Language Foreign Film, Goya Awards
Winner, FIPRESCI Prize, San Sebastian International Film Festival

In the other worldly epic expanses of Southern Patagonia,
daybreak reaches the charming village of Fitz Roy with a few
surprises in stow. “Multicolored Casino,” the popular game
show televised out of the provincial capital San Julian, has
selected Fitz Roy’s own Maria Flores as the next contestant to
appear on its live telecast. On the other side of town, Don
Justo, proprietor of Fitz Roy’s popular grocery store, California,
has just discovered that his long-lost friend Badface has
surfaced, alive and well, in San Julian. And, finally, Fitz Roy’s
favorite traveling salesman, Roberto (Javier Lombardo, ‘Felipe’
in El Favor), who hits a slight snafu in his quest to impress his
most beloved customer, is on the verge of reaching San Julian
himself, where the woman of his dreams awaits.

About a day’s journey from Fitz Roy, nothing is going to stop
Maria, Don Justo or Roberto from reaching San Julian, where
Maria has been promised fame, Roberto foresees love and Don
Justo seeks redemption. But, getting there is no small task.
Although the three neighbors begin their journeys making
their separate ways, they encounter their share of small
detours along the way and, as usual on the deserted Patagonic
routes, their stories and dreams crisscross in seemingly freeform patterns at the most remote stopping points.
Carlos Sorin, whose award-winning La Pelicula del Rey (1986)
was one of the harbingers of the New Argentine Cinema, returns
after a 13-year hiatus with a distinctive blend of bemused
satire and gentle humanism in this quirkily comic road-movie.

Dir. by Carlos Sorin, 94 min. Argentina, 2005

KEANE
FRI
SUN

NOV 11
NOV 13

9:00 - 11:00
2:15 - 3:35

Official Selection, Director’s Fortnight, Cannes Film Festival
Official Selection, Toronto Film Festival
Official Selection, Telluride Film Festival
Official Selection, New York Film Festival

feature films

When we first meet William Keane (Damian Lewis) in the Port
Authority bus terminal in New York City he is desperately
searching for his 6-year-old daughter, who has been missing
for months. Repeatedly drawn to the site of the purported
abduction, Keane wanders the bus station compulsively going
over the events of that fateful day. Veering between days of
relentless searching and nights of alcohol and drug-induced
extremes of self-destructive behavior, he seems to be teetering
precariously on the edge of sanity.
Then one day he meets a financially strapped young woman,
Lynn Bedik (Amy Ryan), and her 7-year-old daughter, Kira
(Abigail Breslin), who are staying at the same transient motel

in New Jersey as he is. He reaches out to them and soon the
mother entrusts him to pick up Kira after school and bring her
home. Searching for redemption through the little girl Keane
becomes increasingly attached to the child, and the story
moves to a whole new level of poignancy and tension.
Working in a handheld verité style, director Kerrigan and DP
John Foster, plunge us directly into Keane's profoundly
unsettled universe. Damian Lewis's riveting, visceral
performance of a man grappling with the effects of a profound
loss makes Keane a complex, deeply humane and
unforgettable portrait.

Dir. by Lodge Kerrigan, 100 min. USA, 2004

L ADIES IN L AVENDER
Sponsor:

THURS
SAT
SUN

NOV 10
NOV 12
NOV 13

12:00 - 1:45
5:25 - 7:15
2:20 - 4:10 Blockbuster

Official Selection, Toronto International Film Festival
Official Selection, Tribeca Film Festival
Closing Night Event, Palm Springs Film Festival

A quiet coastal town in Cornwall, 1936: Despite the great
events about to unfold in Europe, Cornwall remains as timeless
as ever, a place rarely moved by events in the outside world.
This is the place two elderly sisters, Janet (Dame Maggie
Smith) and Ursula Widdington (Dame Judi Dench), call home.
But one morning their everyday life changes in a most
unexpected way. After a violent storm, they awake to find a
badly injured young man, Andrea, (Goodbye Lenin! ’s Daniel
Bruhl) washed ashore on the beach below their house.
Upon taking him in, his presence quietly invokes Ursula’s
abandoned feelings of longing for love and Janet’s maternal
instincts. It also arouses suspicion and fear in the township’s

tightly-knit community where strangers are seldom made to
feel welcome.
Throughout Andrea’s stay, the two sisters discover the young
man’s true origins and his great talent as a gifted violinist – a
discovery which sets them off on a journey they had never
imagined for themselves.
Based on a short story by William Locke and starring two of
Britain’s most accomplished actors, this lush epic features the
music of Joshua Bell.

Dir. by Charles Dance, 103 min. UK, 2004

LITTLE SKY
(EL CIELITO)
Sponsor:

THUR
FRI
SUN

NOV 10
NOV 11
NOV 13

3:05 - 5:00
2:35 - 4:25
2:35 - 4:25

Blue Plate Diner

“… a [work of ] great sensitivity. Profoundly moving.” Isabelle
Regnier, Le Monde

In this tale of commitment and love, Felix, a lonely and rootless twenty-year-old petty thief, arrives in a small Argentinean
village where he starts to work and live on a small family-run
farm. He soon finds out that the owners’ marriage is far from
perfect, leaving their one-year-old son Chango in limbo.
With the hot plains as its background and almost in silence, a
stressing and unspoken situation of family violence slowly
takes over, drying out everything around it. As Chango’s parents
become less and less able to care for their son, it is Felix who
steps in and gives the little boy the love and attention he needs.

In the process Felix’ rootlessness and quest for meaning in his
life turns this marginal youth into an exceptional figure who –
together with the baby boy - builds his own time and space,
creating their “Little Sky.”
Director Maria Victoria Menis has turned a real life story into
a delicate and poetic cinematic reflection about maternal and
paternal roles, love and responsibility. But - as Menis points
out – the film is also a story about present day Argentina
where “… [the] humblest inhabitants [are] in a situation of
extreme destitution and ‘orphaned’ by their fatherland.”

Dir by Maria Victoria Menis, 93 min. Argentina, 2004

LO G G E R H E A D S
Sponsor:

THURS
FRI
SUN

NOV 10
NOV 11
NOV 13

6:15 - 7:55 Siquis, Ltd.
3:50 - 5:30 CAMP Rehoboth
12:50 - 2:30 Beach Tans &
Hair Designs

Official Selection Sundance Film Festival
Winner, Best Feature Film (Audience Award), Florida Film Festival
Winner, Grand Jury Prize for Best Feature Film, Outfest

Inspired by true events and unflaggingly true to life in its
subtlety, Loggerheads charts the course of an adoption triad birth mother, child, and adoptive parents - as they struggle to
bridge the gaps of time, space, and culture that separate them.
In the small town of Eden, a minister’s wife (Tess Harper) must
confront her conservative husband, who has enforced a harsh
estrangement from their adopted son since they’ve learned
that he’s gay.
Listless and disappointed in life, Grace (Bonnie Hunt) makes a
last ditch decision to search for the son she was pressured into
giving up for adoption as a teenager.
Mark (Kip Pardue), a longtime drifter who is strangely
fascinated with loggerhead sea turtles, crosses paths with

George (Michael Kelly), a fixture of his quiet beach community
who for a time provides Mark the support and companionship
he’s been starved for .
Their stories interweave to create a portrait of familial detachment and longing that is at once universal, and steeped in the
keenly observed looks and rhythms of three distinctive settings
across North Carolina.
Loggerheads confronts middle-American intolerance and
austerity without condescension, but in a manner no less
biting, and ultimately heartbreaking.

Dir. by Tim Kirkman, 95 min. USA, 2005

feature films

Official Selection, San Sebastian Film Festival
Official Selection, San Francisco Film Festival
Official Selection, Palm Springs Film Festival

L O V E B Y M I S TA K E
( Pe r f e c t o A m o r E q u i v o c a d o )
Sponsor:

THURS
SAT
SUN

Miriam, his daughter Milly, his lover Silvia, and, of course, his
professional career in full control...until the day he returns
from one of his frequent trips abroad and finds his consistent
and reassuring world in crisis: his daughter has begun a
sentimental relationship with a foreigner older than him; his
lover gives him an ultimatum; and a young journalist is writing
an article on his work that makes him wonder if he is finished
as a creator. With the women around him making decisions he
is unable to accept, Julio is feeling more confused and
disoriented by the day.

2:10 - 3:45
8:35 - 10:05 Nancy Leggoe
5:00 - 6:35

contexts he does not know how to lead his life as a husband
and father, and not even that of a writer (let alone lover).
In the best of comedy tradition, this film makes its universally
understood points and comments on the ‘male condition’ with
biting black humor and lots of finely-tuned irony.
Says director Gerardo Chijona: “We would like our audience to
enjoy and amuse themselves while, at the same time, see into
their selves and reflect on their own problems”.

Dir. by Gerardo Chijona, 90 min. Cuba, 2004

Before his very eyes his real problems raise their ugly heads
without mercy: unable to make decisions and to adapt to new

MRS. STEVENS HEARS THE
MERMAIDS SINGING
SAT
SUN

Octogenarian actress Lucy Brightman portrays poet and
author Hilary Stevens in the film adaptation of May Sarton's
most popular novel, Mrs. Stevens Hears the Mermaids Singing.
The book was a groundbreaking novel in the mid-'60s for its
sympathetic treatment of lesbianism. Sarton’s notoriety
eventually faded, and over the years she published several
volumes of poetry, journals and memoirs that met with somewhat less fanfare.
In the film, Hilary Stevens is a 70-year-old writer who in the
1920s shocked two continents with her novel about love
between women. A solitary person, she grapples with her
re-emergence into fame and its demands on her time and space.
She is visited by two ambitious young reporters who are asking the question that everybody seems to want to know: Who's

NOV 12
NOV 13

12:00 - 2:15
6:15 - 8:25

the Muse? The question sparks a series of flashbacks to the
times when she has found inspiration - inspiration that has
always come from women.
As she reflects on her Muses, she reaches new levels of selfacceptance and appreciation of her integrity as an artist and a
lesbian.
Beyond shining the light on May Sarton’s fine work, Ohio filmloves into an exploration of the creative process which should
prove enlightening to anybody who has ever asked where true
inspiration stems from.

Dir. by Linda Thornburg, 126 min. USA, 2004

feature films

Julio del Toro, a 50 year old writer, has always had his wife

NOV 10
NOV 12
NOV 13

MY BROTHER’S SUMMER
(L’Estate di mio fratello)
Sponsor:

THURS

NOV 10

7:00 - 8:45

FRI
SUN

NOV 11
NOV 13

5:10 - 6:50
6:30 - 8:20

Coast Press
Delaware Beachcomber
delmarvanow!com

Special Mention, The Founders Award for Best Narrative Feature,
Tribeca Film Festival

Verona (Italy), 1970. Young Sergio is not at ease with the
world and prefers keeping to himself and his daydreams.
During a summer spent in the country his parents tell him that
he will soon have a little brother. The news provides a spark for
Sergio’s active imagination as he starts reenacting playtime
with his new sibling.

The visual poetry of this sensitively executed and beautifully
acted film by first-time feature director Pietro Reggiani (who
also wrote the screenplay) deservedly gained a Special
Mention at its world premiere in New York this year.

Dir. by Pietro Reggiani, 81 min. Italy, 2005

feature films

But not all imagined playtime is gentle: During a moment of
anger he imagines burning his little brother on the family
barbecue. When his mother suffers a miscarriage, little Sergio
is overwhelmed with feelings of guilt. He truly believes that his
thoughts have killed his unborn brother.

MYSTERIOUS SKIN
Sponsor:

FRI
SAT

NOV 11
NOV 12

7:50 - 9:35
2:00 - 3:45

Siquis, Ltd.

Official Selection, Sundance Film Festival; Venice
International Film Festival; Toronto Film Festival; Tribeca
Film Festival

“ … at once the most harrowing and, strangely, the most
touching film I have seen about child abuse.” Roger Ebert, The
Chicago Sun-Times

"The summer I was eight years old, five hours disappeared
from my life. Five hours, lost, gone without a trace..." These
are the words of Brian Lackey (Brady Corbet), a troubled 18
year-old, growing up in the stiflingly small town of Hutchinson,
Kansas. Plagued by nightmares, Brian believes that he may
have been the victim of an alien abduction.
Local Neil McCormick (Joseph Gordon Levitt), is the ultimate
beautiful outsider. With a loving but promiscuous mother
(Elisabeth Shue), Neil is wise beyond his years and curious
about his developing sexuality, having found what he perceived

to be love from his Little League baseball coach (played by Hal
Hartley veteran Bill Sage) at a very early age. Now, ten years
later, Neil is a teenage hustler, nonchalant about the dangerous
path his life is taking.
Neil's pursuit of love leads him to New York City, while Brian's
voyage of self discovery leads him to Neil who helps him to
unlock the dark secrets of their past.
Based on the acclaimed novel by Scott Heim, Mysterious Skin
explores the hearts and minds of two very different boys who
come to find the key to their future happiness lies in the
exorcism of their collective demons.

Dir. by Gregg Araki, 99 min. USA, 2004

MY S U M M E R O F LOV E
Sponsor:

THURS
SAT
SUN

NOV 10
NOV 12
NOV 13

4:15 - 5:45
9:00 - 10:30
5:10 - 6:40

CAMP Rehoboth
Vacation Video
Coast Press
Delaware Beachcomber
delmarvanow!com

“ … a gem of intelligent, absorbing film-making.” Peter Bradshaw,
The Guardian (UK)

My Summer of Love vibrantly charts the emotional and
physical hothouse effects that bloom one summer for two
young women (newcomers Natalie Press and Emily Blunt).
Mona (played by Ms. Press), behind a spiky exterior, hides an
untapped intelligence and a yearning for something beyond
the emptiness of her daily life. Tamsin (Ms. Blunt) is welleducated, spoiled, and cynical. As they are complete opposites,
each is wary of the other’s differences when they first meet,
but this coolness soon melts into mutual fascination,
amusement, and attraction.

Adding further volatility is Mona’s older brother Phil (Paddy
Considine), who has renounced his criminal past for religious
fervor – which he tries to impose upon his sister. Mona, however,
is experiencing her own rapture. “We must never be parted,”
Tamsin intones to Mona…but can Mona completely trust her?
Remarkable performances, lush cinematography and the
skillful and subtle directing of Pawel Pawlikowski, (awardwinning director of Last Resort, and one of Daily Variety’s “10
Directors to Watch” in 2005) turn this tale of obsession and
love into a cinematic gem.

Dir. by Pawel Pawlikowski, 85 min. UK, 2004

PELICANMAN
( Pe l i k a a n i m i e s )
Sponsor:

THURS
FRI
SUN

NOV 10
NOV 11
NOV 13

12:45 - 2:20
12:40 - 2:15
12:40 - 2:15

Irish Eyes Pub & Restaurant
DE River & Bay Authority
Dolphin Dreaming

Official Selection, Venice International Film Festival
Official Selection, Toronto Film Festival

Pelicanman follows the humorous adventures of a pelican
and two ten-year-olds, Emil and Elsa, in a world where the line
between reality and make-believe is not always clear.
One summer afternoon a Pelican lands on a sandy beach in
Finland. He finds some clothes, puts them on and the process
of becoming civilized begins. He gets a job backstage at the
opera house and falls in love with the swan-like ballerina, who
dances the lead in Swan Lake.
No one suspects the Pelicanman of being a bird, not even the
curious landlady who is allergic to birds. All this changes when
he meets Emil who has just moved with his mother to town
from the countryside and now lives on the same block as the
Pelican. Emil sees right through the pelican’s disguise. His
fascination with the birdman turns their encounter into a

friendship where both are learning new things about life. The
pelican’s true identity remains a tightly guarded secret
between them.
One day, Elsa, a pretty girl the same age as Emil, turns up. Emil
at first resents Elsa, feeling that she is coming between him
and the pelican. Determined Elsa, however, makes sure she is
admitted into the pelican’s secret circle of friends.
But when Emil leaves town to visit his father in the country
disaster strikes. A caucus of indignant tenants led by the landlady exposes the pelican. He is captured by the forces of law
and taken to the zoo.
A charming tale that is a testament to children’s resilience in
the face of adversity, be it a family breaking up or a move to a
new environment.

Dir. by Lisa Helminen, 90 min. Finland, 2004

feature films

Winner, The Michael Powell Award for Best British Feature, Edinburgh
Film Festival
Winner, BAFTA Award for Outstanding British Film of the Year, UK
Nominated for the Hollywood European Award (for Best European Film
of the Year) at the Hollywood Awards

P R I VAT E
FRI
SAT
SUN

NOV 11
NOV 12
NOV 13

7:05 - 8:45
2:45 - 4:25
12:10 - 1:45

Winner, Golden Leopard, Locarno Film Festival
Best Actor Mohammad Bakri, Locarno Film Festival
Official Selection, New Directors/New Films New York
FIPRESCI Jury Award
“… rare and exciting … to be given a glimpse into a world which
you otherwise wouldn’t be able – wouldn’t even be aware of – to
imagine… Powerful, passionate, political film-making and
deservedly award-winning catch it if you can.” Future Movies (UK)

feature films

Inspired by real events, Italian documentary filmmaker
Saverio Costanzo's feature debut is a minimalist psychological
drama about a Palestinian family suddenly confronted with a
volatile situation in their home which reflects the larger ongoing
conflict between Palestine and Israel.
Mohammad, his wife and their five children live in a large,
isolated house located halfway between a Palestinian village
and an Israeli settlement. The house, in the crossfire of the two
sides, is a strategic lookout point that the Israeli army decides

to seize, confining the family to a few downstairs rooms in daytime and a single room at night. Mohammad refuses to leave
his home, and reinforced by his principles against violence,
decides to find a way to keep his family together in the house
until the Israeli soldiers move on.
Living in a state of constant confrontation and fear fragments
the family's relationships. Tensions between the family members
and the soldiers nearly reach the breaking point just as the
troops are ordered to move to a new post. The family's relief is
short-lived, however, as a new group of soldiers moves into the
house and the cycle of disruption and occupation continues.

Dir. by Saverio Costanzo, 90 min. Italy, 2004

S A V I N G FA C E
Sponsor:

THURS
FRI
SAT

For 28-year old New Yorker Wilhelmina "Wil" Pang
(Michelle Krusiec), life is a juggling act between a promising
career as a surgeon and her responsibilities as a dutiful daughter.
Like the #7 train she takes to visit her Chinese family on a
weekly basis, Wil is perpetually in transit between two worlds.
The expectations of the Flushing, Queens, society she is from
and the desires that alienate her from it have made Wil content
to live below the surface - even if it means playing an inadvertent game of charades with her widowed mother (Joan Chen)
and the old world Ma represents. The masquerade is comic
even in its pain as Wil tolerates Ma's weekly set ups with
eligible Chinese-American boys at the Friday Chinese socials,
but it quickly becomes a farce when Ma's mask cracks first.

NOV 10
NOV 11
NOV 12

8:20 - 9:55
8:00 - 9:40
4:00 - 5:40

Donna Atsidis

One night, Wil comes home to find Ma on her doorstep pregnant. Disgraced by the Chinese community, and with no
where else to go, Ma moves in with her daughter, making it
difficult for Wil to nurture a budding relationship with gorgeous
dancer Vivian (Lynn Chen). As her carefully compartmentalized
worlds collide, Wil is forced to find her mother a husband,
placate her girlfriend, and choose between breaking a cycle of
keeping up appearances, or risk losing the girl she loves.
Saving Face is a romantic comedy about a daughter struggling
to understand her mother's heart, which ultimately allows her
to understand her own. It is the story of unspoken loves,
contemporary and cultural taboos, and the journey of two
women toward living their lives honestly.

Dir. by Alice Wu, 91 min. USA, 2004

THE BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY
THURS
SAT
SUN

NOV 10
NOV 12
NOV 13

3:40 - 5:50
12:15 - 2:25
2:30 - 4:40

Official Selection, Berlin Film Festival
Official Selection, Tribeca Film Festival

Set in the 1990’s, The Beautiful Country Relates the odyssey
of a young man as he escapes Vietnam, endures refugee
camps, and survives a brutal ocean crossing and indentured
servitude with a human trafficking ring. He nevertheless manages to keep hope, humanity, and a generous spirit alive as he
searches for a connection with his long-lost family.

feature films

Binh (Damien Nguyen) has been called “bui doi” (“less than
dust”) - a slur aimed at Vietnamese children with American
fathers. Living in a village with a foster family who work him
like a servant but barely tolerate his presence, he is a fullgrown young man whose unusual height and facial features
mark him for contempt. When his foster mother begrudgingly
reveals that Binh’s birth mother is alive and living in Saigon,
Binh packs up his few possessions and heads to the city.
His one link to family life and clue to his mother’s whereabouts, is a photo of a smiling American and a pretty young
Vietnamese woman holding a baby, standing before a distinctive storefront. Asking around, showing his photo, stoically

accepting rude rebuffs but persevering, Binh finally locates his
mother. Yet, her grim life as a domestic in the luxurious household of the imperious Mrs. Hoa forces her to give up her little
son Tam and send him, along with Binh, across the seas to
America, in search of her long lost husband and Binh’s father.
All Binh has to go on is the Houston, Texas, address on his
mother’s marriage certificate.
Binh’s quest will lead him from Saigon to Malaysia to New York
City and, finally, to a remote Texas ranch …
The Beautiful Country touches on many of the lasting
repercussions of the Vietnam War and other upheavals in
Southeast Asia’s recent history. Binh’s odyssey illustrates the
plight of the Amerasians left behind by American forces in
Vietnam, the “boat people”, migrations of the late ‘70's to
early ‘90's, and the human trafficking and forced indenture
of refugees that continues unabated today.
Dir. by Hans Petter Moland, 125 min. USA, 2004

T H E FA V O R
( E L FA V O R )
Sponsor:

FRI
SAT

NOV 11
NOV 12

2:40 - 4:15
6:45 - 8:15

Delaware Inn @ Rehoboth

Official Selection, Stonybrook International Film Festival
Official Selection, International Latino Film Festival, San Francisco
Official Selection, Provincetown International Gay Film Festival
Official Selection, Annual LaCinemaFe Film Festival New York

This is the story of two Argentinean women on the verge of
lesbian motherhood. Mora and Roberta are desperate to have
a child. With no scruples or hesitation they work out a plan:
Roberta will seduce and have sex with Felipe, Mora's brother.
Felipe (Javier Lombardo, ‘Roberto’ in Intimate Stories) is a
hermit who lives in Patagonia and, coincidentally enough,
earns his living by artificially inseminating turkeys. He arrives
at Mora’s house with no hint of his sister’s plot – or the fact
that she’s a lesbian!
But sure enough, things won't go smoothly. Felipe isn’t easily
seduced, and when an unexpected visitor turns up everyone
will get more than he/she has bargained for.

Colorful and wacky, with non-stop demented twists and turns,
El Favor is a giddy and delightful screwball comedy that
refuses to fit into any politically correct straightjacket. On the
more serious side, it’s a film that proves that starting a loving
family can take many forms.

Dir. by Pablo Sofovich, 90 min. Argentina, 2004

T H E H O LY G I R L
( L A N I Ñ A S A N TA )

THURS
FRI
SUN

With her award-winning feature-film debut, La Ciénaga (The
Swamp) (2001), writer-director Lucrecia Martel emerged as one
of the brightest figures of the new Argentinean cinema. In her
2004 Cannes Film Festival Competition entry, The Holy Girl,
Martel intimately explores the burgeoning sexuality and
religious fervor of two teenage girls, Amalia and her best
friend, Josefina.

feature films

In the town of La Ciénaga, Amalia lives with her attractive,
divorced mother in the run-down Hotel Termas, which her
family owns and runs.
After choir rehearsals the girls gather in the parish church for
further instruction in faith and vocation. What does God want
from me? How do I discern between the temptation of the Devil
and the calling of God?

NOV 10
NOV 11
NOV 13

8:10 - 9:55
4:35 - 6:25
12:00 - 1:50

The lives of the girls and their families intersect with those of
a group of visiting otolaryngologist (ear, nose and throat
specialists) staying at the hotel for a medical convention,
including the married, middle-aged Dr. Jano.
One day, a crowd gathers in the street to watch a man play an
exotic instrument. Amalia is in the crowd when a man standing
behind her presses himself sexually against her. Later, in the
hotel, she discovers that this man is Dr. Jano, one of the doctors
attending the conference.
Days afterward Amalia confides in Josefina what occurred in
the street with Dr. Jano and informs her of her secret mission:
to save one man from sin.
By delicately exploring themes of innocence, sin, frustration and
desire, Martel has created a potent portrait of adolescent life.

Dir. by Lucrecia Martel, 106 min. Argentina, 2004

T H E N I N T H D AY
( D e r N e u n t e Ta g )
THURS
FRI

The Ninth Day reaffirms Volker Schlöndorff’s reputation as
“a master of … the moral thriller” A.O. Scott, The New York Times

From acclaimed German director Volker Schlöndorff (The
Tin Drum) comes the story of Father Henri Kremer, a dissident
Catholic priest interned at the Dachau concentration camp.
Without explanation, Father Kremer is released from the living
hell of the Dachau “Priest Block” and returned home to
occupied Luxembourg. Reunited with his sister and brother,
Kremer learns that his freedom is temporary. Gestapo
Untersturmfuehrer Gebhardt, himself a lapsed seminarian, has
arranged a nine day reprieve during which Kremer is expected
to persuade the staunchly anti-Nazi bishop of Luxembourg to
capitulate to Nazi occupation and drive a wedge between

NOV 10
NOV 11

7:45 - 9:25
5:50 - 7:35

Luxembourg and the Vatican. As Kremer resists, Gebhardt’s
threats turn increasingly pointed. Torn between duty, faith,
terror of returning to Dachau and fear for the safety of his
sister’s unborn child, in just nine days Father Kremer must find
a way to ease his conscience, protect his family and save his
soul without giving in to Gebhardt. But as the ninth day draws
near, the devout priest and the zealous Nazi discover they have
more in common than they realize.
Based on a true story, this powerful tale is a thoughtprovoking parable which asks timeless questions about
ethical values, integrity and courage in the face of seemingly
unsurmountable odds.

Dir. by Volker Schlöndorff, 98 min. Germany, 2004

THE RECEPTION
Sponsor:

FRI
SUN

NOV 11
NOV 13

9:00 - 10:45
4:00 - 5:50 Curtis Leciejewski, DDS

Jeannette, a wealthy French woman, and her best friend and
partner Martin, a gay black artist, share a complex life and
relationship in upstate New York. Two people mired in
loneliness and driven together by the same perceived predators
(men), they play out their nightly saga of despair with gaiety
and quiet fortitude. Jeannette is the life of the party, burying
her sorrows and regrets in alcohol and daily confrontations.
Martin, the most frequent casualty of her outbursts, is by
contrast quiet and introspective, spending his time painting in his
private studio and cleaning up after his partner’s destructive
habits. Still there is great love and affection between the two.
A surprise visit from Jeannette’s estranged daughter Sierra and
her new husband Andrew shatters their fragile existence,

however. Only interested in collecting an inheritance she had
been promised, Sierra’s relationship with her mother is strained,
at best. But instead of allowing Sierra to take the money and
run, Jeannette decides to throw the couple an impromptu
wedding reception. As the reception nears, Andrew and Martin
start peeling away the first layers of untruthfulness.
With nowhere to run and hide, a long-awaited thaw begins.
Lies, motives, flaws, and deceptions melt away to reveal that
nothing, and no one, is as it seems.
The Reception is a story about love and fear, about race and
sexuality, about truth and compromise, and about the courage
of being faithful to oneself.

Dir. by John Young, 80 min. USA, 2005

THE WORLD
(Shijie)
Sponsor:

FRI
SUN

Acclaimed Chinese director Zhang Ke Jia (Platform,
Unknown Pleasures) casts a compassionate eye on the daily
loves, friendships and desperate dreams of the twenty-somethings from China’s remote Provinces who come to live and
work at Beijing’s World Park. A bizarre cross-cultural
pollination of Las Vegas and Epcot Center, World Park features
lavish shows performed amid scaled-down replicas of the Taj
Mahal, the Eiffel Tower, St. Mark’s Square, the Pyramids and
even the Twin Towers.
From the sensational opening tracking shot of a young
dancer’s backstage quest for a Band-Aid to poetic flourishes
of animation and clever use of text-messaging,Zhang Ke Jia

NOV 11
NOV 13

2:30 - 5:00
4:45 - 7:15

Blockbuster

pushes past the kitsch potential of this surreal setting—a reallife Beijing tourist destination.
The Village Voice called Zhang Ke Jia “the world’s greatest
filmmaker under forty.” The World is his funniest, most
inventive and touching work to date.

Dir. by Zhang Ke Jia, 143 min. China, 2004

feature films

Official Selection, Tribeca Film Festival

T R AV E L L E R S A N D M A G I C I A N S
Sponsor:

THURS
FRI
SAT

NOV 10
NOV 11
NOV 12

3:00 - 4:55
12:00 - 1:55
4:45 - 6:40 Hudson, Jones, Jaywork
& Fisher, LLC

Official Selection, Venice International Film Festival
Official Selection, Toronto Film Festival

In the Buddhist kingdom of Bhutan, nestled deep in the

feature films

Himalayan mountains, two men seek to escape their mundane
lives. Dondup, an educated university graduate decides that he
will be better off picking grapes in the US than working as a
government officer in a remote rural village. Tashi, a restless
farm youth studying magic, cannot bear the thought of a life
consigned to his village. Through a trick of his brother, he is
delivered into a dream world of seduction and intrigue.
Both yearning for a different and better life, the two men
embark on parallel, if separate, journeys. Dondup hitchhikes
through Bhutan’s beautiful wild countryside to get closer to his
goal. He soon shares the road with a monk, an apple seller, a
papermaker and his beautiful, young daughter, Sonam.
Throughout their journey together the perceptive, yet mischievous

monk relates the story of Tashi. It is a mystical fable of lust,
jealousy and murder, that holds up a mirror to the restless
Dondup and his blossoming attraction to the innocent Sonam.
The cataclysmic conclusion of the monk’s tale leaves Dondup
with a dilemma – is the grass truly greener on the other side?
Travellers is the first feature film made in Bhutan, opening a
window on this tiny Buddhist kingdom and the singularly
unique approach to life of the Bhutanese people.
As in his first film, the surprise international hit, The Cup
(about a group of monks obsessed with the World Cup soccer
final) Director Khyentse Norbu’s uses no professional actors.
The New York Times called Khyentse Norbu “a born filmmaker.”

Dir. by Khyentse Norbu, 108 min. Bhutan, 2003

W A L K O N W AT E R
THURS
FRI
SAT

NOV 10
NOV 11
NOV 12

5:00 - 6:45
12:20 - 2:10
12:00 - 1:45

Opening Night, Berlin Film Festival (Panorama)
Winner, Washington D.C. Jewish Film Festival
Official Selection, Toronto International Film Festival

“ … denotes a minor movie miracle: how with intelligence,
imagination and craft a small film can work in really large ways.”
Stephen Hunter, The Washington Post

The latest feature from New York-born, Israeli-raised director
Eytan Fox (Yossi and Jagger) is a contemporary drama set
between Tel Aviv and Berlin. The story follows Eyal, a fierce
Mossad agent (Lior Ashkenazi, star of Late Marriage), who,
after his wife’s suicide, is on assignment to track down an
aging Nazi war criminal, Alfred Himmelman. By posing as a
tour guide, Eyal befriends Himmelman's freethinking grandchildren in Tel Aviv. What begins as a deceptive mission
dissolves into a journey through conflicting ideologies and
histories, changing Eyal's view of the world forever.

Says Fox: “I think the past has a very important role in young
people's lives everywhere. I made a movie about young people,
who just want to live and have fun, and think they are free and
different from their parents, but actually they are haunted by
the past, and in order to really become free, they have to make
peace with it.”

Dir. by Eytan Fox, 104 min. Israel , 2004

YES
THURS
SAT
SUN

American woman (Joan Allen) and a Middle-Eastern man
(Simon Abkarian) in which they confront some of the greatest
conflicts of our generation – religious, political, and sexual.
“She” (Joan Allen) is an American scientist of Northern-Irish
descent. She flies high; constantly on the move, circling the
globe to attend conferences and commissions. Because she
grew up in a divided country she understands holy and civil
war, but at home she also lives on her own private battleground in a marriage that has broken down beyond repair. Her
betraying English husband (Sam Neill) is in politics. They try to
keep up an appearance of togetherness for the sake of his
career, but she feels like an exile in her own home.

6:20 - 8:00
7:30 - 9:30
12:20 - 2:05

“He” (Simon Abkarian) is Lebanese. Once a doctor, he had to
escape from Beirut and now works as a cook. Where he once
picked shrapnel out of people’s bodies and cut flesh to save
their lives, he now cuts the flesh of animals. He cuts it well, he
cooks it well, but the memory of war is never far away. His
work-mates in the noisy kitchens (Gary Lewis, Wil Johnson,
Raymond Waring) taunt him about his background and his
beliefs. He lives alone in a small flat, separated from his
culture, his family and his homeland.
Both exiles, He and She begin a passionate affair that starts
sweetly as a sanctuary for each of them, but gradually pushes
them to the limits of who and what they are and challenges all
their assumptions about sexuality and surrender, morality and
ethics, about God and about love.

Dir. by Sally Potter, 100 min. UK, 2004

feature films

YES is the story of a passionate love affair between an

NOV 10
NOV 12
NOV 13

THE AMERIC AN RULING CL A SS
THURS
SAT

NOV 10
NOV 12

5:10 - 6:50
6:50 - 8:35

Official Selection, Tribeca Film Festival

The American Ruling Class, the world’s first “dramatic-

documentaries

documentary-musical,” explores our country’s most taboo topic:
class, power and privilege in our nominally democratic republic.
This feature-length satire stars Lewis Lapham, the renowned
essayist and author, and a heavy-weight ensemble cast that
includes former cabinet secretaries, corporate mandarins, media
magnates, and at least one journalist working as a waitress.
The film follows Lapham and two recent Yale graduates as they
make the rounds of Pentagon briefings, the World Economic
Forum, philanthropic foundations, law firms, corporations,
banks, and New York society dinners as they attempt to
answer the question, “Who rules America?”
The narrative portion of the film, interwoven throughout, tells
the story of two representative graduates, “one rich and one
poor” as they seek direction in their lives. Does America have a
ruling class? If so, of what is it made, and how does it co-exist

with our democracy? How does one join it: should one even
want to? The real life luminaries become characters in a story
about power and its responsibilities, and by the film’s end, the
young men must decide: do they wish to rule the world…or
save it?
The all-star ensemble cast includes a range of leaders from
across the political spectrum, among them: Robert B. Altman,
James A. Baker III, Bill Bradley, Harold Brown, Hodding Carter
III, William T. Coleman, Jr., Walter Cronkite, Barbara Ehrenreich,
Martin Garbus, Vartan Gregorian, Mike Medavoy, Joseph S.
Nye, Jr., Samuel Peabody, Peter G. Peterson, Pete Seeger,
Lawrence H. Summers, Arthur O. Sulzberger, Jr., William
Howard Taft IV and Kurt Vonnegut.
A classic coming of age tale and an illuminating exploration of
power in America.

Dir. by John Kirby and Leah O’Donnell, 100 min. USA, 2005

T H E C O R P O R AT I O N
FRI
SAT

NOV 11
NOV 12

5:15 - 7:45
7:15 - 9:35

One hundred and fifty years ago, the corporation was a
relatively insignificant entity. Today, it is a vivid, dramatic, and
pervasive presence in all our lives. Like the Church, the
Monarchy and the Communist Party in other times and places,
the corporation is today’s dominant institution. But history
humbles dominant institutions. All have been crushed, belittled
or absorbed into some new order. The corporation is unlikely
to be the first to defy history.

Based on Bakan’s book The Corporation, The Pathological
Oursuit of Profit and Power, the film is a timely, critical inquiry
that invites CEOs, whistle-blowers, brokers, gurus, spies, players,
pawns and pundits on a graphic and engaging quest to reveal
the corporation’s inner workings, curious history, controversial
impacts and possible futures. Featuring illuminating interviews
with Noam Chomsky, Michael Moore, Howard Zinn and
many others.

In this complex, exhaustive and highly entertaining
documentary, Mark Achbar, co-director of the influential and
inventive Manufacturing Consent: Noam Chomsky and the
Media, teams up with co-director Jennifer Abbott and writer
Joel Bakan to examine the far-reaching repercussions of the
corporation’s increasing preeminence.

The Corporation charts the spectacular rise of an institution
aimed at achieving specific economic goals as it also recounts
victories against this apparently invincible force.

Dir. by Mark Achbar and Jennifer Abbot, 145 min.
Canada, 2003

DARWIN’S NIGHTMARE
Sponsor:

FRI
SAT

NOV 11
NOV 12

2:25 - 4:20
5:00 - 6:55

Made By Hand
International Cooperative

A clear-eyed examination of the underbelly of globalization,
Darwin’s Nightmare is the stranger-than-fiction tale of two
relentless killing machines: the Nile Perch which, over the
course of a few decades, ate through everything that used to
live in Tanzania's Lake Victoria, and the foreign capitalists who
introduced that non-native fish in order to sell it to European
consumers. Losing out to both were the local Tanzanians who
once lived off the lake's bounty and now, literally, are left with
bones and rotting carcasses.
When things take an even stranger turn, thanks to an
astounding third-act revelation, the relentlessness becomes
a cautionary tale it may not be too late to heed.

last twelve years. “The old question, which social and political
structure is the best for the world, seems to have been
answered,” he observes. “The ultimate forms for future
societies are ‘consumer democracies,’ which are seen as
‘civilized’ and ‘good.’ In a Darwinian sense the ‘good system’
won. It won by either convincing its enemies or eliminating them.
“In Darwin’s Nightmare, I tried to transform the bizarre success
story of a fish and the ephemeral boom around this ‘fittest’
animal into an ironic, frightening allegory for what is called the
New World Order. I could make the same kind of movie in
Sierra Leone, only the fish would be diamonds, in Honduras,
bananas, and in Libya, Nigeria or Angola, crude oil.”

Dir. by Hubert Sauper, 107 min. Austria, 2004

Austrian Director Hubert Sauper who now lives and teaches in
Paris has been making award-winning documentaries for the

E N RO N : T H E SM A RTE ST G UY S
IN THE ROOM
Sponsor:

FRI

NOV 11

4:45 - 6:40

SUN

NOV 13

6:50 - 8:40

Coast Press
Delaware Beachcomber
delmarvanow!com

Official Selection, Sundance Film Festival

Directed by Alex Gibney, this is the inside story of one of
history’s greatest business scandals, in which top executives
of America’s 7th largest company walked away with over one
billion dollars while investors and employees lost everything.
Based on the best-selling book The Smartest Guys in the Room
by Fortune reporters Bethany McLean and Peter Elkind and
featuring insider accounts and incendiary corporate audio and
videotapes, Gibney reveals the almost unimaginable personal
excesses of the Enron hierarchy and the utter moral vacuum
that posed as corporate philosophy. The film comes to a
harrowing dénouement as we hear Enron traders’ own voices
as they wring hundreds of millions of dollars in profits out of
the California energy crisis.

Says director Alex Gibney: “There is bitter irony, humor and
unconscious honesty in Enron’s advertising slogan, “Ask Why.” In
the context of its surreal commercials, the slogan becomes a
boast about Enron’s ability to question conventional wisdom.
But given what we now know about Enron, “Ask Why” is almost
an unconscious dare to outside observers: ask why Enron is
so successful. “ And he continues: “Ask Why” is the lesson
of the film: don’t take anything for granted; be cynical,
question authority. ”
As a result of this inquiry, we come to understand how the
avarice of Enron’s traders and their bosses had a shocking and
profound domino effect that may shape the face of our
economy for years to come.

Dir. by Alex Gibney, 109 min. USA , 2005

documentaries

Best Documentary, Silverdocs Documentary Festival
Best Documentary, European Film Awards
Europa Cinemas Jury Award, Venice Film Festival

THE FUTURE OF FOOD

SUN

NOV 13

4:50 - 6:45

MID-ATLANTIC PREMIERE

There is a revolution happening in the farm fields and on the

documentaries

dinner tables of America –a revolution that is transforming the
very nature of the food we eat.
Award-winning director Deborah Koons Garcia, whose educational
series, All About Babies, won a Cine Golden Eagle and a Gold
Medal from the John Muir Medical Film Festival, offers an
in-depth investigation into the disturbing truth behind the
unlabeled, patented, genetically-engineered foods that have
quietly filled U.S. grocery store shelves for the past decade.
From the prairies of Saskatchewan, Canada, to the fields of
Oaxaca, Mexico, this film gives a voice to farmers whose lives
and livelihoods have been negatively impacted by this new

technology. The health implications, government policies and
push towards globalization are all part of the reason why many
people are alarmed by the introduction of genetically-altered
crops into our food supply.
Shot on location in the U.S., Canada and Mexico, The Future of
Food examines the complex web of market and political forces
that are changing what we eat as huge multinational corporations
seek to control the world's food system. The film also explores
alternatives to large-scale industrial agriculture, offering
organic and sustainable agriculture as real solutions to the
farm crisis today.

Dir. by Deborah Koons Garcia, 88 min. USA, 2004

K I L O W AT T O U R S
SUN

NOV 13

12:30 - 3:40

SPECIAL TRIPLE BILL: CROSSROADS
MID-ATLANTIC PREMIERE

What would you find if you traced the wires from your light
switch to their energy source? And what could possibly be the
connection between mountain top removal mining, air pollution,
haze in Great Smoky Mountains National Park, methylmercury
contamination of newborns, childhood asthma and
global warming?
In this refreshingly down-to earth-documentary, Tennessee
filmmaker Jeff Barrie takes us on a journey from the coal mines
of West Virginia to the solar panel fields of Florida, as he
discovers solutions to America’s energy-related problems.

Introducing us to everyday Americans who are finding ways to
harness power from the wind and the sun and inviting us to his
home in Nashville,Tennessee, where he and his wife Heather
find new ways to deal with energy consumption, provides plenty
of inspiration and, most of all, hope.

Dir. by Jeff Barrie, 64 min. USA

LO O K I N G FO R T H E LO ST VO I C E
Sponsor:

FRI
SAT

Army and lead singer of the punk rock band Lucy’s Pussy, died
on a bus that was blown up by a suicide bomber, his dreams of
a joint Arab-Israeli business venture were shattered by the
harsh realities of the Israeli-Palestine situation. But rather
than succumb to hate, Omri’s father - after a year of mourning
for a son who was learning Arabic and who had been writing
songs about social justice – Amiran and his Palestinian friend
Muhammed from the Israeli-Palestinian Bereaved Families
Forum pick up the pieces and continue on their mission
of reconciliation.

5:00 - 6:30
4:30 - 5:55

Nancy Leggoe

on a “Peace Now” bus tour through the territories where the
settlers yell at the activists and, with Muhammed, as they
graffiti the concrete wall that divides their territories. We watch
his attempts to organize a concert outside the Knesset to
protest the occupation.
A true hero of our time, this is a man’s journey for peace that
continues even in the face of a loved one’s death and, almost
symbolically, comes to a new crossroads when – against all
odds - a new life comes into this world.

Dir. by Tzipi Trope, 70 min. Israel, 2005

Tzipi Trope’s insightful documentary accompanies Amiran
Goldin through the aftermath of his son’s death. We meet him

MUSIC FROM THE INSIDE OUT
Sponsor

FRI

NOV 11

12:00 - 1:30 The Debbie Reed Team

SAT

NOV 12

4:40 - 6:15

(David Warick)

Nominee, Award for Distinguished Documentary Feature, International
Documentary Association
Official Selection, Full Frame Documentary Film Festival
Official Selection, Silverdocs Documentary Festival

The intersections of art and life are at the core of Music
From The Inside Out, an enthralling musical journey through
the lives of the 105 musicians of The Philadelphia Orchestra.
Filmed over the course of five years on three continents,
filmmaker Daniel Anker weaves together a remarkable
mosaic of stories, ideas, experiences and music-making that
form the heart of the musician’s lives, both inside and
outside the concert hall. Each musician’s story reveals a
struggle to maintain individuality, to test musical boundaries,
and to choose the path of an artist.

In presenting these stories, Anker breaks down the barriers
that have long separated orchestra musicians and their
audiences, and ultimately gets to the essence of the magic and
the mystery of music itself.
The soundtrack of film features more than 35 different
musical works from an eclectic array of styles -- from salsa,
jazz, and bluegrass to Middle Eastern and Asian music, to
string quartets and symphonies.
105 people – one passion: This is a film about creativity and
the human spirit.

Dir. by Daniel Anker, 89 min. USA, 2004

documentaries

When Amiran Goldin’s son Omri, a soldier in the Israeli

NOV 11
NOV 12

OIL ON ICE
SUN

NOV 13

12:30 - 3:40

Hugo Award, Chicago International Television Awards
Pare Lorentz Award, International Documentary Association
SPECIAL TRIPLE BILL: CROSSROADS

documentaries

MID-ATLANTIC PREMIERE

This visually stunning one-hour documentary examines
the battle over one of America’s last great wild places, which is
currently at the center of a national energy debate. Nearly
three years in the making, Oil on Ice shows how the fate of the
Artic National Wildlife Refuge is inextricably linked to decisions
our nation makes about energy policy and transportation
choices, while the culture and livelihood of the native Gwich’in
Indians and the survival of migratory wildlife are caught
in the balance.

The issue of oil extraction from the Refuge brings into sharp
focus the broader debate over energy conservation vs.
unbridled consumption. It also dramatizes the choice between
technologies based on fossil fuels and those that draw upon
renewable, efficient, and non-polluting energy.

Dir. by Dale Djerassi and Bo Boudart, 57 min. USA, 2004

O C C U P AT I O N : D R E A M L A N D

THURS
SUN

An unflinchingly candid portrait of a squad of American
soldiers deployed in the doomed Iraqi city of Falluja during the
winter of 2004, Occupation: Dreamland chronicles the daily
grind of young recruits as they patrol an environment of lowintensity conflict creeping steadily towards catastrophe. The
film documents the city’s waning stability before a final series
of military assaults began in the spring of 2004 that effectively
destroyed it.
A real opportunity to see the war from a soldier’s perspective,
Occupation: Dreamland provides an intimate examination of
the escalating tension in the unstable region. The narrative
follows a downward spiral of civil destabilization and personal

NOV 10
NOV 13

2:15 - 4:10
6:45 - 8:15

frustration, borne by individuals trapped on both sides of the
conflict, and unflinchingly addresses the soldiers’ operational
and moral ambivalence about the war effort itself.
Filmmakers Garrett Scott and Ian Olds were given access to all
operations of the Army’s 82nd Airborne. They lived with the
unit 24/7, giving voice to soldiers held under a strict code of
authority as they cope with an ambiguous, often lethal
environment. The result is a revealing, sometimes surprising
look at Army life, operations and the complexity of American
war in the 21st century.

Dir. by Garrett Scott and Ian Olds, 79 min. USA, 2005

PL AGUES & PLEA SURES ON THE
S A LT O N S E A
FRI
SAT

Yet a few hardy eccentrics hang on to hope, including a roadside nudist waving at passing European tourists, a man building
a religious mountain out of mud and paint, beer-loving
Hungarian Revolutionary Hunky Daddy, and the real-estate
“Ronald McDonald” known simply as The Landman, who wants
to return the sea to its 1950’s glory. Through their perceptions
and misperceptions, the strange history and unexpected beauty
of the Salton Sea is revealed.

1:00 - 2:30
4:50 - 6:20

While Plagues & Pleasures covers the economic, political, and
environmental issues that face the sea, it more importantly
offers up an offbeat portrait of the eccentric and individualistic
people who populate its shores.
It is an epic western tale of fantastic real estate ventures and
failed boomtowns, inner-city gangs fleeing to white small town
America, and the subjective notion of success & failure amidst
the ruins of the past. Hair-raising and hilarious, part history
lesson, part cautionary tale and part portrait of one of the
strangest communities you’ve ever seen, this is the American
Dream gone as stinky as a dead carp.

Dir. by Chris Metzler & Jeff Springer, 68 min. USA, 2004

SPECIAL ONE TIME SCREENING

T H E R E A L D I R T O N FA R M E R J O H N
SUN

NOV 13

6:55 - 8:25

Winner, Audience Award, Wisconsin Film Festival
Winner, Grand Jury Award, Nashville Film Festival
Winner, Grand Jury Award, San Francisco International Film Festival
CLOSING NIGHT PRESENTATION

The Real Dirt on Farmer John is a personal documentary
about John Peterson, a farmer, artist, and innovative thinker in
rural Illinois. It is a gripping, emotional story of the transformation of an individual and the traditional community he lives in;
a story about the power of personal acceptance, and the
melding of tradition and activism. It is also a tale about diversity
and resistance to change, and the necessity for innovation and
risk in response to changing circumstances. And, last but not
least, the documentary shows that behind many a brave man
often stands an even braver woman, a mother perhaps, who
never loses faith in what she, deep down, knows is right.

Branded as a pariah in his community, farmer John bravely
transforms his farm amidst a failing economy, vicious rumors,
and arson. Against all odds, he succeeds in creating a bastion of
free expression and a new form of agriculture in rural America.
Filmmaker Taggart Siegel has documented John’s struggle to
redefine his family farm for over twenty years, witnessing the
colorful drama of his life.

Dir. by Taggart Siegel, 83 min. USA, 2005

documentaries

As narrated by legendary counterculture filmmaker John
Waters, there was a time when the Salton Sea, tucked into the
southeast corner of California, was known as the Riviera of the
West - a haven for jetsetters and vacationers. Now the Salton
Sea is called one of America’s worst ecological disasters:
a fetid, stagnant, salty lake, coughing up dead fish and birds
by the thousands.

NOV 11
NOV 12

ROCK SCHOOL
THURS
SUN

NOV 10
NOV 13

12:35 - 2:15
4:15 - 5:55

Official Selection, Sundance Film Festival
Official Selection, Los Angeles Film Festival

documentaries

“Headbanger and headmaster Paul Green is the real deal.”
Kevin Maynord, USA Today

Far from your typical documentary, Rock School follows the
trials and tribulations of a far from typical music school.
Welcome to the hallowed halls of the Paul Green School of
Rock Music, an after school Philadelphia institute of rock
where kids ages nine to seventeen learn the how-to’s of rock
and roll, and serve under the tutelage of the school’s founder,
self-titled “uberlord” Paul Green.

all the while fulfilling his own rock god fantasies. Watch as
Paul takes a rag-tag group of students out of music oblivion,
and molds them into a force to be reckoned with on the
stage at Zappanale, a music fest of all things Zappa in
Germany.
Jump aboard this musical crazy train, and ride along with
Paul’s rock and roll minions. Will they bring the audience to
their knees, or crash and burn the night of the big show and
turn into rock school dropouts?

A fallen rock angel, Green becomes the bedeviled music
teacher, pushing the kids to their farthest reaches and beyond,

Dir. by Don Argott, 93 min. USA, 2004

SHAKE HANDS WITH THE DEVIL
THE JOURNEY OF ROMEO DALL AIRE
Sponsor:

SAT
SUN

For over one hundred harrowing days one man was the
conscience of a world that turned its back on the slaughter
of 800,000 human beings. That man was General Romeo
Dallaire, the Canadian commander of the small United
Nations peacekeeping force stationed in Rwanda during the
1994 genocide.
Shake Hands With the Devil movingly documents his return to
Rwanda for the 10th anniversary of the genocide, reliving the
political and psychological drama in unforgettable detail.
Director Peter Raymont follows him as he revisits the sites of
mass murder and heroism, vividly brought back to life by his
traumatic memories and striking newsreel footage.
Dallaire and the men under his command were in essence
abandoned by the rest of the world without the forces or
mandate to do anything about the massacre. Nonetheless, a
member of Doctors Without Borders credits Dallaire with being

NOV 12
NOV 13

2:55 - 4:30
7:00 - 8:30

Nancy Leggoe
Law Office of Edward C. Gill, P.A.
in memory of Lori Phillips

able to save thousands of lives and a reporter for the BBC
praises him for trying single-handedly to keep Rwanda in
the headlines while such distractions as the O.J. Simpson trial
dominated the nightly news.
This film does not claim to describe the Rwandan tragedy from
the point of view of the Rwandans. On the contrary, it is about
our point of view towards Rwanda, about how the international
community abandoned the people of Rwanda in their time of
greatest need. It is also about Dallaire’s heroic efforts but
ultimate failure to challenge and change that point of view and
to prevent or mitigate the inestimable tragedy which ensued.
And it is about Dallaire’s haunted memories and emotional
scars that have changed his life and made him a crusader for
multi-lateral peace keeping.

Dir. by Peter Raymont, 90 min. Canada, 2004
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SQUONKumentar y
Sponsor:

SUN

NOV 13

2:05 - 3:40

DogFish Head Craft Brewery

“SQUONKumentary” tells the story of an unlikely Broadway
transplant. In January of 2000, having completed a successful
three month run at New York’s P.S. 122, a funky troupe of
Pittsburgh musicians suddenly find themselves preparing their
off-beat show for Broadway. Combining puppetry, video
projections, music, dance and audience participation,
“Squonk: BigSmorgasbordWunderwerk” is more akin to its
downtown, thrill-ride cousins, “De La Guarda,” “Blue Man
Group” and “Stomp” than to its new Broadway neighbors.
Despite having an uplifting musical score, the Squonkers’ lush,
bizarre imagery quickly collides, often humorously, with realities
of the show’s survival. As the story unfolds, we follow show
producers, performers, their families and friends as they try a
number of unusual and inspired efforts to save “Squonk.”

its final weeks of rehearsal prior to opening. It also provides
a brief overview of the band’s history using archival video
footage and photos.
Employing a dash of the show’s surrealism here, zest from its
creators’ playfulness there, the film offers its own take on the
“Squonk” aesthetic using rough-hewn and in-camera techniques.
How does an irreverent, non-narrative production from the
Midwest find itself on New York’s Great White Way? How will
an artist-driven show, an unconventional David, triumph amid
the commercial Goliaths of Broadway? Who are the creators
and performers of the show? SQUONKumentary attempts to
answer these and other burning questions, including the most
ticklish of them all: what the heck is squonk?

Shot on 16mm film and peopled with quirky, lovable characters,
SQUONKumentary chronicles a poetical, noisy creation during

Dir. by Peggy Sutton, 70 min. USA, 2005

T H AT M A N : P E T E R B E R L I N
THURS
SAT

With his trademark Dutchboy haircut, Tom of Finland
physique, and oh-so-tight trousers, Peter Berlin was the poster
boy for the hedonistic and sexually-liberated 1970s. Jim
Tushinski’s fascinating portrait, That Man: Peter Berlin, traces
Berlin's story over the past 40 years, from his birth in wartime
Germany to his current life in San Francisco, and shows the
human being behind the icon.
Photographed by Robert Mapplethorpe, filmed by Andy Warhol
and lusted after by countless gay men, Berlin was more than
just a piece of eye candy. A talented artist, photographer, and
filmmaker, he starred in two underground gay erotic classics
from the early 1970s, Nights in Black Leather and That Boy,
which he also directed. But his biggest creation was

NOV 10
NOV 12

8:30 - 10:10
8:15 - 9:55

‘Peter Berlin’, a carefully constructed, unattainable icon
awash in eroticism.
In this film, his many fans and friends, director John Waters,
author Armistead Maupin, adult film legend Jack Wrangler, and
photographers Rick Castro and Dan Nicoletta amongst them,
offer their reflections on Berlin and the time period.
Most illuminating and exciting is the extensive commentary by
Berlin himself, still looking remarkably boyish in his early 60s.
Tushinski's interviews are complemented by archival photos
and film clips that reveal the full scope of Berlin’s impressive
body of work.

Dir. by Jim Tushinski , 80 min. USA , 2005

E SsT I V I T I E S
dO Po EcNuI NmG eNnI Gt HaTr Fi e

MID-ATLANTIC PREMIERE

THIRST

SUN

NOV 13

12:30 - 3:40

DELAWARE PREMIERE

Is water part of a shared “commons,” a human right for all
people? Or is it a commodity to be bought, sold, and traded in
a global marketplace?

documentaries

Producers and directors Deborah Kaufman and Alan Snitow tell
the stories of communities in Bolivia, India, and the United
States that are asking these fundamental questions.
Over a billion people lack access to safe drinking water. Each
year, millions of children die of diseases caused by unsafe
water. The numbers are increasing.

These facts drive a debate in the opening scenes of Thirst at
the 2003 Third World Water forum in Kyoto, Japan, where
politicians, international bankers, and corporate executives
gathered to decide who will control global fresh water supplies.
Meanwhile in Stockton, California, a community has to come
to grips with the challenges before it, and a beloved AfricanAmerican water plant supervisor and his team ponder the
many consequences of the proposed changes…

Dir. by Deborah Kaufman and Alan Snitow, 65 min. USA

TO T H E OT H E R S I D E
(Al Otro Lado)
THURS
FRI

NOV 10
NOV 11

2:55 - 4:35
3:00 - 4:35

Official Selection, Tribeca Film Festival
Official Selection, Los Angeles Film Festival

“… a lyrical and beautiful account of border culture …humane,
[and] visually exquisite” Variety

From a small fishing village on the Sea of Cortez, Magdiel is
a 23-year-old composer who writes songs about the fishermen
who have turned their pangas (fishing boats) into drug trafficking
vessels. The economic crisis in the fishing industry forces
Magdiel, a fourth generation fisherman, to seek another way of
life. His two choices: to traffic drugs to the gringo in his fishing
boat or to leave his hometown behind and become another
of an estimated 10 million illegal immigrants living in the
United States.
When Magdiel meets a coyote (illegal border crossing guide)
who agrees to cross him for free in exchange for a corrido song
praising the adventures of the coyote himself, Magdiel begins
composing and prepares for his journey.

To The Other Side begins in Sinaloa, the drug capital of Mexico
and birthplace of Los Tigres del Norte and Chalino Sanchez,
two of the most famous corrido musicians. From the Sierra
Mountains where opium and marijuana grow in abundance,
down to the Sea of Cortez, where contraband is trafficked
north in fishing boats, we look at the economic crisis that
forces so many like Magdiel to turn to drug trafficking, or to risk
their lives crossing the border illegally into the United States.
Through the regional corrido music that takes its roots from
medieval ballads, we travel from Mexico north to the streets
of South Central and East L.A. - the same journey taken by
millions of immigrants.

Directed by Natalia Almada, 70 min. Mexico/USA, 2005
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TO U C H T H E S O U N D
A S O U N D J O U R N E Y W I T H E V E LY N G L E N N I E
Sponsor:

THURS
SAT

12:15 - 1:55 Nancy Leggoe
2:40 - 4:25

NOV 10
NOV 12

“ … an essay on what it actually means to hear.”
The Sunday Herald (UK)

nothing. Sound - from silence to music – as felt through every
sense of the body.

Touch the Sound takes us on a remarkable journey. Meet

Cinematographer and director Thomas Riedelsheimer (director
of the award-winning box office success Rivers and Tides:
Andy Goldsworthy Working with Time) takes us on a journey
through Glennie’s world. Starting with the sounds and rhythms
that surround us in our everyday life and continuing on
through California, New York, England and Glennie’s native
Scotland, this is a remarkable story told through transcendent
images and evocative sounds. Riedelsheimer and Glennie
allow us to truly see, hear and feel the beat of the universe.

Evelyn Glennie, one of the world's foremost musicians and a
Grammy-winning classical percussionist. She sits in a lightfilled space with Fred Firth, the great master of avant garde
music. Together they will create a CD as an improvisational
exploration of sound and images using the space around them,
their instruments and their intuitive talents.
Evelyn Glennie, master musician, is profoundly deaf. She hears
images, sees sounds. For her, sound is palpable and rhythm is
the basis of everything; without vibration, there would be

Original music by Evelyn Glennie and Fred Frith
Dir. by Thomas Riedelsheimer, 99 min. Germany, 2004

T YING THE KNOT
SAT
SUN

NOV 12
NOV 13

12:45 - 2:30
6:20 - 7:50

Official Selection Tribeca Film Festival

Three years in the making, Tying The Knot documents the
political war between gay people who want to marry and those
determined to stop them.
When a bank robber’s bullet ends the life of cop Lois Marrero,
her wife of thirteen years, Mickie, discovers a police department
willing to accept the women’s relationship, but unwilling to
release Lois’s pension. When Sam, an Oklahoma rancher loses
his husband of 25 years, cousins of his deceased spouse
challenge his will and move to evict Sam from his home.

As Mickie and Sam take up battle stations to defend their
lives, Tying the Knot digs deeply into the meaning of marriage
today. From a historical trip to the Middle Ages, to gay hippies
storming the Manhattan marriage bureau in 1971, this
eye-opening exploration of the embattled institution looks at
rights, privilege and love as gay activists and right-wing
politicians lock horns in the fight for marriage.

Dir. by Jim de Seve, 81 min. USA, 2004

E SsT I V I T I E S
dO Po EcNuI NmG eNnI Gt HaTr Fi e

Prix Semaine de la Critique, Locarno Film Festival
Best Documentary, Scottish BAFTA Award
Best Film, Dokfilmfest Leipzig/Germany
German Film Award “Lola” for Best Sound Design

WALL
(Mur)
FRI
SUN

NOV 11
NOV 13

7:00 - 8:40
12:00 - 1:40

Special Jury Prize (World Cinema), Sundance Film Festival
Official Selection (Directors Fortnight), Cannes Film Festival
Grand Prize, Best Documentary, Jerusalem Film Festival

documentaries

Wall is a cinematic meditation on the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict in which the filmmaker blurs the lines of hatred by
asserting her double identity as Jew and Arab. In an original
documentary approach, the film follows the separation fence
that is destroying one of the most historically significant
landscapes in the world, while imprisoning one people and
enclosing the other.
On the building site of this mad wall, daily utterances and holy
chants, in Hebrew and in Arabic, defy the discourses of war,
passing through the deafening noise of bulldozers. Wall offers
its spectators a last glimpse of the beauty of this land and the
humanity of its inhabitants a moment before they disappear
behind the wall.

Moroccan-born director Simone Bitton, both an Israeli and a
French citizen who considers herself as a Moroccan national
and an Arab Jew. says about her film: “Beyond the Middle East
tragedy, I made this film in order to evoke that which is
happening elsewhere on this planet between rich and poor,
between the mighty and the weak, between the “democrats”
and the “others,” between those who have everything and
those who have nothing ... Sometimes, the mighty are so
afraid of the weak that they’ll do anything to justify their fears
and turn the weak into a real threat.”
“Peace will come. It always does. But for now, the era of walls
is upon us and I sense that it will be a horrific one.”

Dir. by Simone Bitton, 96 min. France, 2005

THE WILD PARROTS OF TELEGRAPH HILL
Sponsor:

THURS
SAT
SUN

“ … [a] rare documentary that has romance, comedy, and a surprise
ending that makes you feel like you could fly out of the theater like
a cherry-headed conure.” San Jose Mercury News

Set in the San Francisco neighborhood of Telegraph Hill this
is the true story of a Bohemian St. Francis and his remarkable
relationship with a flock of wild red-and-green parrots.
Unaware that the wild parrots would bring him everything he
needs, Mark Bittner, a former street musician who has fallen
on hard times, takes us on a journey which would not only
answer some of the questions about the meaning in his life
but also provide him (and us) with a new take on the place
of humans in this world.

NOV 10
NOV 12
NOV 13

12:00 - 1:30 Grizzly’s Landscape & Supply
2:45 - 4:15 Comcast
3:20 - 4:50 Kid’s Ketch

With the help of avian stars and ‘teachers’ Connor (blue-crowned
conure), Olive (mitred conure), Mingus, Picasso & Sophie,
Pushkin, and Tupelo (cherry-headed conures) Bittner realizes
that “…[his] problem was … with anthropocentrism, which is
seeing human beings as the center of the universe. The parrots
broke through that illusion. The understanding that ultimately
came to me from looking in the parrots' eyes was that their
consciousness is one with mine. We are all one consciousness,
and each finite being embodies a little piece of it. This is the
preciousness of all that lives."

Dir. by Judy Irving. 83 min. USA, 2003
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WRITER OF O
THURS
SAT

The contrast of her two disparate personalities forms the
center of this hybrid film, which sets documentary footage of
her and her contemporaries against dramatized scenes from
her erotic novel and fictionalized scenes from her life during
the period in which she wrote her scandalous book.
The film treats the subjects of sex and love, literature,
feminism, censorship, creativity and freedom. Central to the
discovery of Aury’s motivation for writing the book is the love

4:35 - 6:10
8:45 - 10:15

story between her and her lover, the celebrated French man-ofletters, Jean Paulhan. Their clandestine affair inspired the book
and is re-created here in moving scenes from Aury’s essay, “A
Girl in Love.”
Major figures in the film include the audacious publishers
Jean-Jacques Pauvert in France and Barney Rosset of Grove
Press in the U.S. The British author and journalist, John de St.
Jorre, author of a revelatory article in The New Yorker which
exposed Aury, leads us through the story.

Dir. by Pola Rapaport, 80 min. France, 2004

E SsT I V I T I E S
dO Po EcNuI NmG eNnI Gt HaTr Fi e

The Writer of O reveals a major literary secret of the twentieth century world. Known for forty years as Pauline Reage,
the author, at the ripe age of 86, comes out in her true person - Dominique Aury, a mild-mannered literary editor for
France’s most prestigious publishing house, Gallimard.

NOV 10
NOV 12

worldwide shorts
A Selection from the 2005 Worldwide Short Film Festival in Toronto/Canada
THURS

NOV 10

6:30 - 8:10

Kabul Cinema

Dog’s Life

During the civil war, a feisty 13-year-old boy starts a mobile

A homeless boy shows his smarts as he steals the fixings for

cinema in Kabul to try and make a living. When he falls in love

a delightful meal for two.

with a girl in the audience, he battles family, friends, and

Dir. by Veit Helmer, 7 min. Germany/Kazakhstan

rapidly melting celluloid in an effort to woo her.
Dir. by Mirwais Rekab, 17 min. Afghanistan 2004

Get the Picture

The Treasure of the Snails
After finding a valuable treasure, Quique goes a bit too far in
trying to protect the loot. His mother plots a scheme to cover up

A group of prisoners are about to be executed in front of a war

the crime and keep the jewels, but can Quique keep a secret?

photographer and a journalist. Are they there purely to report

Dir. by Cristian Jimenez, 16 min. Chile 2004

or is their presence provoking the event?
Dir. by Adrian Sturges, 11 min. UK 2004

Detail
Every day, in the town of Bet Omar in the West Bank, residents
must negotiate a most unusual checkpoint. This simple and
stirring documentary reveals the immovable will of two peoples.
Dir. by Kanwal Sethi, 7 min. Germany/Israel 2005

Rain is Falling

Get the Picture

Two Encounters

Rain is Falling

Dog’s Life

Rain is Falling

The Treasure of the Snails

Under the punishing sun, a little girl struggles across a desert
ridge to gather water for her ailing mother. Beautifully shot,
her deeply moving plight nourishes the human spirit in this
touching story of love and sacrifice.
Dir. by Holger Ernst, 15 min. Germany/Morocco 2004

shorts

Two Encounters
In the arid African desert, a humble family survives by collecting
scrap metal from a savage war. Desperation has become the
norm, hardship their constant companion. A chance discovery
changes their fate forever.
Dir. by Alan Griffin, 21 min. Spain 2004

international shorts
A Selection from the 2005 Worldwide Short Film Festival in Toronto/Canada
FRI
SAT

NOV 11
NOV 12

0

12:30 - 2:15
6:15 - 8:00

Fried Rice

Alice et Moi
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Ana and Manuel
When Manuel leaves Ana, she chooses a puppy dog to keep
her company. But then dogs often work in mysterious ways…
Dir. by Ana Garcia, 11 min. Spain 2004

Alice et Moi
Desastre

Mona Lisa

Screened at Cannes Film Festival and Clermont-Ferrand Short

A leisurely drive to the seaside turns into a car ride from hell
for Simon, his aunt and her two friends. A phone call from
Simon’s girlfriend, Alice, inspires unsolicited advice, throwing
their special day into disorder.
Amal

Hi Maya

Dir. by Micha Wald, 19 min. Belgium 2004

Backseat Bingo
Sexy Senior Seeks Same … Senior citizens take a gamble
on later-life romance in this charming animated film.
Dir. by Liz Blazer, 6 min. USA 2004
Ana and Manuel

Invulnerable

Candy Viola
When confident and voluptuous Viola gets kicked into her
“unfashionably” plump behind by her hateful husband, her
revenge is sweet.
Dir. by Fabio Simonelli, 14 min. Italy

Fried Rice

Mona Lisa

When the local butcher introduces nasi (fried rice) to his deli

Over a single night in their small suburban home, widow Helen,

counter, his daughter isn’t too pleased with the customers’

62, and her only child, George, 34, play out a volatile family ritual.

reactions. He’s about to get a lesson in fusion .

Dir. by Sotiris Dounoukos , 14 min. Australia 2004

Dir. by Nils Mooij, 10 min. Netherlands 2004

Desastre
The anglophone- francophone debate takes a most delightful

Hi Maya
Official Selection, Berlin Film Festival
Official Selection, Worldwide Short Film Festival, Toronto

and entirely unique turn in this hilarious tale of a cultural
identity crisis. When a French baby is born into an English-

After decades, Charlotte and Maya run into each other at the

speaking family, in which language do you say “all hell

hairdresser’s. What are the odds that history will repeat itself

breaks loose”?

in this lovingly told story about Lady Luck and taking chances?

Dir. by Jay Field, 23 min. Canada 2004

Dir. by Claudia Lorenz, 13 min. Switzerland 2004

Amal

Invulnerable

Based on a short story by Shaun Mehta, and set in the bustling

Elias is a teacher with a secret – he’s HIV positive. Whom can

streets of New Delhi, Amal is a story about dreams being lived

he tell and whom can he trust?

by the unlikeliest of people.

Dir. by Alvaro Pastor, 25 min. Spain 2005

Dir. by Richie Mehta, 18 min. Canada 2004
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Film Festival

american potpourri shorts
THURS
FRI

NOV 10
NOV 11

Sneaky Suspicions

1:00 - 2:35
2:50 - 4:25

Flix

Pee Shy

I Killed Zoe Day

Such Great Joy

Flix

Pee Shy

Night Swimming

Two animated film critics give their take

Not your everyday Boy Scout outing …

Sometimes the last place on earth

on piracy in Hollywood.

Dir. by Deb Hagan, 15 min.

you expect to end up in is the one

Dir. by Michael Gleason, 2 min.

The Road Taken
A young girl and a big decision …

that changes your life ...

I Killed Zoe Day

Dir by Daniel Falcone, 18 min.

Or did I?
Dir. by Powell Waever, 18 min.

Dir. by Daisy Church, 7 min.

Such Great Joy

Pretty Ugly

Who knew that telling the truth could

Prom is on Friday and Leah doesn't

be so complicated?

have a date …

Dir. by Michelle Kramer, 14 min.

Dir. by Brooke Lehman, 13 min.

medusa plus shorts
shorts

THURS

NOV 10

Medusa

8:25 - 9:30

Medusa

Grand Luncheonette

East Coast Premiere

Documents the last days of one of 42nd

A film about making a choice in the aftermath of a traumatic event, Medusa voyages into issues that society often
prefers to see addressed by medical
intervention. But is there really a choice?

Street’s unforgettable hot dog lunch
counters. Its closing marks the final

Grand Luncheonette

stage of the much-publicized gentrification of Times Square.
Dir. by Peter Sillen, 5 min.

Dir. by Tatiana Issa and Rafael Alvarez,
43 min.

Hot Days Have Been
in Montana
Based on the 1925 prize-winning poem
by Eli Siegel, a montage connecting a
hot afternoon in Montana with the rest
of the world, past and present.
Dir. by Ken Kimmelman, 16 min. USA

Hot Days Have Been in
Montana

0

0

asbury shorts
FRI

NOV 11

8:35 - 10:10

Stalker Guilt Syndrome

Zen & the Art of Landscaping

The Quality of Mercy

In God We Trust

Everybody’s Pregnant

The Bloody Olive

Academy Award Nominee for Best Live

Winner Best Animated Short at five

Five times “Best of Show.”

Action Short Film

U.S. film festivals

A man decides to try out his new cell

A wild ride into the stressful world of

when an ominous acquaintance

phone while stuck in horrendous

baby-making.

unexpectedly arrives.

Dir. by Debra Soloman, 5 min. USA

Dir. by Vincent Bal, 6 min. Belgium

The Quality of Mercy

Perpetual Motion

Finalist, Chrysler Million Dollar Short Film

Best Animated Short Film, Student

Competition

Academy

Mary Louise Parker stars in the story of a

Dir. by Kimberly Minor, 1:30 min. USA

highway traffic.

A young couple celebrates Christmas

Dir. by Dirk Belien, 7 min. Belgium

Stalker Guilt
Syndrome
A man accidentally follows a stranger
while heading to his girlfriend’s house.
Dir. by Jonah Kaplan, 11 min. USA

man, a woman and a cup of sweet
revenge.
Dir. by Stephen Marro, 12 min. USA

Zen and the Art
of Landscaping

This is John

A permanent part of the short film

Finalist, Sundance Film Festival

collection at MOMA and four times

Special Jury Award, Arizona Film Festival

“Best of Show.”
A suburban gardener gets more than he
bargains for when he is seduced by one
of his clients.

Lunch
Finalist, Sundance Film Festival
Finalist, Chrysler Million Dollar
Shorts Contest
Be surprised! An all-time Asbury favorite!
Dir. by Matthew Ehlers, 3:40 min. USA

A young man tries to perfect the outgoing
message on his answering machine.
Dir. by Jay & Mark Duplass, 8 min. USA

In God We Trust
Finalist, Sundance Film Festival
Three times “Best of Show”

Dir.by David Kartch, 17 min. USA
Robert is going to Hell...or is he?
Dir. by Jason Reitman, 16:30 min. USA

sO hP o
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Fait D’Hiver

media that matters shorts
SAT

NOV 12

2:30 - 4:05

Battleground
Minnesota

Laptop

Happy Endings

Winner of the Digital Divide Award

Winner of the Family & Society Award

A computer is only as advanced as the

Drugs have taken Chris’s mom out of his

person behind the keyboard. Laptop

life but not out of his heart. In this per-

Hip-hop activist Shakademic proves that

reminds us that the digital divide still

sonal travelogue, he goes to Philadelphia

if Walter Mondale can learn how to

resides within our borders. A Public

in search of a happy ending.

scratch, young voters can get schooled

Service Announcement

Winner of the Jury Award
(sponsored by Netflix)

in election politics.

Directed by Chris Irrizarry, 8 min.

Dir. by Larry Frye, 0.30 min.

Dir by Gabriel Cheifetz, 8 min.

A Girl Named Kai

System Failure
Winner of the Criminal Justice Award

All That I Can Be

Winner of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,

(supported by Marcia Brady

Winner of the Economic Justice Award

Transgender Rights Award

Tucker Foundation)

William, like many young Americans,

Through a stirring poetic mix of video and

Physical abuse, sexual harassment,

feels that joining the military is his only

sound, Kai appeals to her traditional

inadequate education for incarcerated

way out of a dead-end job and a

Taiwanese parents for acceptance in spite

youth – if a society can be graded by

rough life.

of her untraditional take on life and love.

how it treats its prisoners, then the

Prod. by Educational Video Center, 9 min.

Dir. by Kai Ling Xue, 8 min.

state of California gets an F.
Executive Produced by WITNESS,

Pizza Surveillance
Feature

Homecoming

Winner of the Civil Liberties Award

Classrooms Award

shorts

Want some privacy infringement with

Winner of the Peter Yarrow Peace in Our
(sponsored by Frank Marshall)

Co-Produced by Ella Baker Center for
Human Rights, 8 min.

Fast and Reliable
Winner of the Against the Odds Award

that? If the Patriot Act continues to grow

When coming out makes Ron a target for

in scope, you may get more than mush-

attack, he finds a school where respect

Nothing can stop Dexter the bike mes-

rooms with your next pizza order. A

and acceptance are taught alongside

senger – not homelessness or even a

Public Service Announcement

Math and English.

close encounter with a ten-ton truck.

Dir. by Micah Laaker for American Civil

Dir. by Brian Schirber and Kirstin Nelson,

Dir. by Tom Soper, 8 min.

Liberties Union, 2 min.

6 min.

Neglected Sky
The News Is What We
Make It

Bad Choices

Winner of the Media Reform Award

sored by Paola Freccero)

(sponsored by Utne magazine)

Winner of the Youth Voice Award (spon-

Without a support system, it’s hard for a

Neglected Sky, 1:36 min., Youth
Animation
Winner of the Environment Award
(sponsored by Loreto Bay Company)

When the same company owns all the TV

teenager to stay out of trouble. Aderian

In this fast-paced animation, youth-

stations in town, where can you turn for

reflects on the lessons he has learned

producer John Cooney shows us that a

an alternative perspective? A high-

from his bad choices.

little effort can go a long way in

schooler gets burned and turns insult
into action.
Dir. by Nickey Robare, 8 min.

Directed by Aderian Fair, 3 min.

reversing global warming.
Dir. by John Cooney with Citizens for
Global Solutions, 2 min.
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Young Agrarians

World on Fire

Winner of the Nourishing Change Award

Winner of the Citizen Engagement Award

Something Other
Than Other

(supported by W.K. Kellogg Foundation)

(sponsored by Green Mountain Coffee

Winner of the Tolerance Education

Roasters Foundation)

Award (supported by Third

Young people plant the seeds for a sus-

Millennium Foundation)

$5,000 could cover the cost of hair and

farming in California.

make-up for one day on set in LA or pay

New parents Jerry and Andrea have

for one year’s schooling for 145 girls in

endured their own share of discrimination

Afghanistan. Sarah McLachlan does the

growing up. They hope their newborn son

math and encourages you to join her.

can grow up identifying as something

The Luckiest Nut in
the World

Dir. by Sophie Muller, 4 min.

other than “other.”
Dir. by Jerry A. Henry and Andrea J. Chia,

Winner of the Global Justice Award

7 min.

(sponsored by Oxfam America)
A singing peanut and his gang of shelled
friends explain that sometimes free trade
is just nuts.
Dir. by Emily James, 8 min.

cinewomen shorts
FRI

NOV 11

4:50 - 6:25

The Witch & the Cow

Confection

Over the Cliffs

A tiny witch tries to milk an immense

A little girl learns empathy from pastry.

A bittersweet comedy about the meaning

cow. Things get out of control.

Dir. by Eva Saks, 5 min.

Dir. by Signe Bauman, 2 min.

Cliff Notes.
Dir. by Lisa & Jesse, 15min.

Frozen River
Belle

Based on the real-life smuggling of illegal

The Hill

A subversive fable of old age and beauty,

aliens between New York State and

What really happened to Jack and Jill

Belle explores the intersection of age,

Quebec by way of the frozen St. Lawrence

on the hill?

race and our expectations of others.

river, two women smugglers, one

Dir. by Ruth Sergel, 16 min.

back across the border when they discover

Sparks
A beautiful dancer who works as a

they have inadvertently left a Pakistani

Sofia

baby behind in a suitcase.

First episode in the four part series,

Dir. by Courtney Hunt, 15 min.

Lower East Side Stories, which portraits
women living on New York City’s Lower

cleaning lady at a hospital showcases her
electrifying talents for the patients.

Dir. by Deborah Chow, 12 min.

Mohawk and one white, decide to go

Everyday

East Side.
Dir. by Liselle Mei, 7min.

Dir. by Virginie, 15 min.
A young Chinese office worker uses her
imagination to create a relationship
through photographs she secretly takes
of a man.
Dir. by Pei-lin Kuo, 7 min.

sO hP o
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tainable future in this portrait of organic

Dir. by Johanna Divine, 8 min.
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the united nations at work shorts
A selection of films from the First United Nations Documentary Film Festival*
SAT

NOV 12

12:20 - 2:15

Children Soldiers in
Sierra Leone

Child Soldiers in
Sierra Leone
From the “What’s Going On?” series, winner of The American Library Association
Notable Young Adult Video Award

survivor, attends
school every day on
an empty stomach
and perseveres,
despite the desperate
circumstances of

United Nations Messenger of Peace

her life.

Michael Douglas travels with Abu, a 12-

(28 min.)

year-old former child soldier trying to find
his family, in this harrowing documentary
about children forced to fight and kill in
Sierra Leone’s savage civil war. Often the
children who survive their ordeal emerge
physically and emotionally damaged,
sometimes irrevocably.

HIV/AIDS:
A Rural Epidemic
labor force of countries like Kenya and
Cambodia. This 21st century plague is
economic development, and robbing

Refugees in Tanzania

communities of workers who once tended
the land. The film looks at how FAP (Food

From the “What’s Going On?” series, win-

and Agriculture Organization of the

ner of The American Library Association

United Nations) is helping rural

Notable Young Adult Video Award

populations affected by AIDS.

Angelina Jolie travels with three brothers

Our Bodies,
Their Battleground
Winner, The First United Nations
Documentary Film Festival
This film highlights the crisis facing

AIDS has devastated the agricultural

unraveling decades of social and

(28 min.)

Refugees in Tanzania

(11 min.)

women, girls, and infants throughout the
world during conflict, and in its aftermath. With a focus on the situation in the
Democratic Republic of Congo and in
Liberia, this film gives voice to the victims
of rape, and other forms of gender-based
violence, while challenging the culture of
impunity that allows these acts to
continue. The film also highlights some of
the brave work women are doing to heal
the wounds and rebuild the shattered lives

who have escaped war in their homeland,

of the tens of thousands of females affected

only to be trapped in the bleak world of

by these unpunished violent crimes.

the refugee camp. Sophie, another

(19 min.)

shorts

* The First United Nations Documentary Film Festival took place in May 2005 in New York City and was presented by MCA-I New
York, in cooperation with the United Nations Department of Public Information and the New School University.

emerging filmmaker tribute
FRI

NOV 11

6:45 - 8:40

Spring in Awe

Ferry Tales

Postcards From Afar

To the mesmerizing soundtrack of an

Academy Award Nominee for Best

The documentary focuses on the effect

Arabic version of ‘I Put a Spell on You’

Documentary Short

that the widely ignored Special

the film explores Times Square in a time
of media hype and war maze.
Dir. by Martina Radwan, 4 min. USA

Ferry Tales exposes a secret world that
exists in the powder room of the Staten
Island Ferry - a place that brings together
suburban moms and urban dwellers,
white-collar and blue-collar sisters and
socialites.
Dir. by Katja Esson, cinematography
Martina Radwan, 40 min. USA

Registration Program had on the families
of the men who registered.
Dir. by Martina Radwan, 50 min. USA

seminars
The panels will be moderated by Erika Jakubassa, a filmmaker and writer who lectures on film history at
Columbia University, and who serves as Festival Program Director for this year’s Annual Rehoboth Beach
Independent Film Festival.

Deconstructing the Hepburn Myth: Everything you might have
questioned about Katharine Hepburn but were afraid to ask
Friday, November 11 – 10:00 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. – Upstairs, Screening Room

Recent University of Delaware Master of Arts in Liberal

Everyone will have the opportunity to determine their own

Studies graduate and longtime Lewes/Rehoboth resident

“HIQ,” Hepburn Intelligence Quotient. In addition, a question

Bonnie Moxey Maxwell will share the results of her recently

& answer period will allow participants to ask questions

completed thesis, Hepburn Redux: Rethinking the Myth. For

about the real Katharine Hepburn! Come prepared for

those who were not able to attend the RBFS sponsored

a stimulating conversation!

Hepburn seminar this past February, this is your second chance
to get to know one of your favorite actresses, even better!
Ms. Maxwell will present a comprehensive look at the life and
career of the woman the American Film Institute designated
as “the greatest [movie} actress of all time.” Eleven areas

Enjoy reading research-based hand-outs. Browse through the
451 page document with 12 appendices which was delivered to
Katharine Houghton Grant (Ms. Hepburn’s niece) and Margaret
Hepburn Perry (Ms. Hepburn’s sister).

of research will be highlighted and the seminar will focus
on areas in which “conventional wisdom” concerning Ms.
Hepburn’s life and career is at odds with current scholarship.

Small Miracles - The Art of the Short Film

seminars

Saturday, November 12 – 10:00 AM to 11:30 AM – Upstairs, Screening Room

Long undervalued and often overshadowed by its more

With a pedigree like this, why had the short film almost

visible siblings – the narrative feature and, recently, the feature-

disappeared from sight?

length documentary – the short film is taking its rightful place

And why is it that we are suddenly surrounded by shorts? What

at the table of the cinematic arts.

are the challenges that present themselves for this art form

This is not a newcomer, however, but a representative of the

today, and what is the potential – past, present and future - the

very first hours of cinema some 100 years ago, and an art form

short film offers its makers, its audiences and its distributors?

that has grown and expanded ever since, if often on the fringes.

The panel will discuss these aspects and more, and will also

Like a poem, a haiku or a short story, the short film can be

take questions from the audience.

incredibly powerful in dealing with subject matter as complex
and deep as any feature film or documentary; like a quality

Louise Fleming, Doug LeClaire, Martina Radwan

comedy, it can distill the essence of many a funny moment.

What Can Film Do? Films Role as an Agent of Social Change
Sunday, November 13 – 10:00 AM to 11:30 AM – Upstairs, Screening Room

Filmmakers are increasingly turning to issues of social and

But far from being confined to documentaries, the feature film

political relevance. This doesn’t only go for high-profile

has taken up the challenge as well, as high-profile productions

documentary filmmakers like Michael Moore whose films have

like The Constant Gardener show.

taken the social/political documentary out of its former

Are we looking at an industry starved for ideas and therefore

‘bottom drawer’ existence and given it a visibility (and

making use of issues it would not have considered before, or are

profitability) never known before but also for many lesser-

we looking at a ‘sign of the times’ – a moment in time where the

known artists with a passion for what they think audiences

concerns of parts of the creative community meet the minds of

ought to know about.

their audiences?
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Is this new phenomenon providing a counterbalance to more

Can we cite real-life examples that may illuminate the questions

established information sources, or are these films filling the

before us?

many gaps that are not being filled by other media?

the discussion.

of a screening?
Carmel Mulvany, Wendy Cohen, Jim de Seve, Martina Radwan

Louise Fleming, Co-President, Cinewomen New York, is a

Martina Radwan, producer/director and cinematographer.

staunch advocate for women independent filmmakers. Ms

has shot numerous features, documentaries and shorts, working

Fleming has been writing on film and women in media and has

with directors such as Alison McLean, Pola Rappaport, Tina

worked in non-profit arts management and as a consultant for

DiFeliciantonio and Jeff Lipsky, as well as DP Ellen Kuras on

film festivals, as well as a film curator/programmer. A

Rebecca Miller’s Personal Velocity. Ferry Tales, a documentary

co-founder of the Visionary Network, a group that in the 90's

she shot in collaboration with Katja Esson, was nominated for

produced a popular screenplay reading series in New York City

the 2004 Academy Award. In the spring of 2003 she produced,

to showcase the works of writers of color, Ms Fleming has also

directed and shot Spring in Awe, an award-winning short film

been involved with The Harlem Screenwriters Workshop. She

which was shown at film festivals around the world, including

is currently developing a narrative short on racial profiling

many US festivals. Spring in Awe also screened on PBS. Her

post 9/11 and working on a documentary about the musician,

new documentary as a producer/director, Postcards From Afar,

Bruce Woody.

deals with immigration laws and racial profiling post 9/11.

Doug LeClaire, Director, Asbury Shorts of New York, has

Carmel Mulvany, Chief of the Department of Public

worked in film and video production for well over 25 years. His

Information’s UN Work’s Programme, which produces origi-

producing credits include cable network television pilots,

nal television programming and co-branded media outreach

Emmy Award-nominated PBS documentaries, national cable

that puts a human face on the work of the United Nations.

network promos and corporate films, projects for Lifetime

Ms Mulvany has developed partnerships with major networks,

Television, Nickelodeon, Comedy Central and ABC. He has also

including Discovery and Showtime, and was Series Producer on

produced a series of PSA’s directed by Martin Scorsese for

the groundbreaking television series, “What’s Going On?” Prior

Epoch Films, and a national television commercial starring

to joining the UN, Ms Mulvany was Director of US operations

comedian Dave Chapelle. Along the way, he won two Clio

for Michael Edgley International, an Australian and UK-based

Awards for MTV national promos.

entertainment company that produces film, television, theatre
and live shows. She also has a background in marketing and
public relations and worked as a broadcast journalist in Australia.

Communications and Cultural Studies program. Before joining

Jim de Seve is the producer and director of Tying the Knot,

the Arts Engine family in March of 2004, Wendy was stage

a film that has garnered high critical acclaim,11 festival awards

managing and producing for FDLT, Montreal, and One Foot

and has been translated into 15 languages. While following

Productions, New York, and worked for Diversus Productions

traditional means of distribution, de Sève also developed an

on the documentaries Women Warriors and Red Carpet for the

extensive outreach model to give the film far reaching life. De

Sun: The Life of Irving Layton. Wendy was a production

Seve’s documentary work has appeared on PBS, HereTV!,

assistant on a Community Memories exhibit that is part of the

Nickelodeon, CBC (Canada), PinkTV (France), Canal+ (Poland),

Virtual Museum of Canada and, most recently, was a research

and a myriad of other outlets.

assistant on the book, The Art of the Documentary, published
by Peachpit Press.

seminars

members are encouraged to add their points of view to

temporarily raise a person’s awareness for the duration

Montreal native who graduated from Concordia University's
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This and more will be discussed by the panelists. Audience

And – to be realistic – what can film possibly do other than

Wendy Cohen, Outreach Coordinator, Arts Engine, Inc., is a
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student film series
Celebration of the Student Filmmaker!
Enjoy an afternoon series featuring the works of a future generation of filmmakers.

Beginning 2:00 p.m. Sunday, November 13, 2005
Upstairs Screening Room

Film Camp Shorts
This past summer, the Rehoboth Beach Film Society worked in tandem with Delaware Technical and Community College on an
exciting venture to bring the cinematic arts to area school children. An impassioned group of 14 students (ages 12 – 15 years)
attended the week-long camp to learn about the creative process that goes into creating a film. With the help of area educators,
the children collaboratively wrote, storyboarded, shot, and edited their own films. Experience the creative minds of tomorrow

student film series

through the work of three shorts created entirely by Delaware's own talented young filmmakers.

Not the Bug

Pillar

1985

Sam is a boy with Tourette’s syndrome

Welcome to the next level of mad scientist

No, not a sequel to the George Orwell

and is tormented by a nefarious bully

films. Two teenagers dispute over the

classic, but a comedy caper about an

named…Evan. Sam is confused and

same girl and things turn violent in a lab

overdue library book, an intelligent girl,

scared, and his friends Zach and Jessica

with the Pillar virus. The virus is deadly

two bumbling buddies and one dastardly

are no help. Meanwhile, Evan and

and untested with severe results. When

librarian. (Produced by Triple E

Laureen are plotting a terrible revenge.

the girl is stabbed with the needle and

Productions: T Bayko, Slater Clampit,

(Produced by GLADI8ORZ Productions:

is injected, our two teenagers face a

Ellen Peters, and Evan Podlaseck).

Sam Boonin, Zach Linder, Laureen Rosa,

horrible monster. (Produced by Three

Jessica Ferree, and Evan Maron).

Guys and a Girl Productions: Caleb
Craig, Conor Small, Kiran Parasher,
and Billy Schroeder).

The Works of High School and College Student Filmmakers
The RBFS Student Film Committee sifted through a number of submissions from students across the country. This year's final
selection ranges from madcap animation and slapstick comedy to gritty urban drama and blues-soaked Harlem circa 1940.
UNDER THE HARLEM MOON

Directed by Liesl Davis

runtime: 19 min.

I KILLED ZOE DAY

Directed by Powell Weaver

runtime: 18 min.

TUFFY LOW-LOW

Directed by James Bartolomeo

runtime: 32 min.

WENTWORTH

Directed by R. Stephen Suettiing

runtime: 16 mins. 41 sec.

Morris Fierberg Student Film Award Winning Film
Enjoy the work of the first recipient of The Annual Morris Fierberg Student Film Award (to be announced at Opening Night).
This Award was established in 2004 in memory of Morris Fierberg, a long time member and volunteer of the Rehoboth Beach
Film Society. The purpose of this award is to encourage student film production by acknowledging the outstanding work of a
student film director. The award carries a winning prize of $1,000 in cash and a product grant valued at $250.
(Thank you RBFS Student Film Committee members for determining the Student Film Series slate of films. Student Film Committee
members include: Gabrielle Nadig, Rebecca Williams, Madeliene Riggins, Sara Palmer, Ramsey Furse, Kevin Batley, and Will Hyler)

children’s cinema corner
An afternoon of film and fun for elementary school children. Parents welcome too!

Schedule

Enjoy an afternoon of short films based on children’s stories, face painting, craft activities, the reading corner, and playdough
creations. Of course there will be popcorn at the movies!
This year’s films center on animated versions of award-winning fictional picture books. Several films feature animals as main
characters. We will watch the story of a worm who keeps a daily journal of all the things that happen to him in Diary of a
Worm. Cows decide to demand electric blankets from Farmer Brown in Click, Clack, Moo, Cows That Type. In Good Night,
Gorilla, the zoo animals decide it is not time to go to sleep yet.
Other films feature children, like Peter’s Chair –a story of a boy learning to love his new baby sister; Amazing Grace about
a girl who tries out for a play; The Dot follows Vashti’s journey as she discovers her creative spirit, and Dottie: The Little
Girl with the Big Voice explores the special power Dottie uses to make a difference in her world.

Sponsors
Sussex County Reading Council
Weston Woods Studios
Rehoboth Beach Film Society

Special Thanks
A special thanks to Weston Woods Studios for providing the films for Children’s Cinema Corner. Weston Woods is a division
of Scholastic Corporation, the world’s largest publisher and distributor of children’s books and a leader in educational
technology. Scholastic creates quality education and entertaining materials and products for use in school and at home,
including children’s books, magazines, technology-based products, teacher materials, television programming, film,
videos, and toys. The Company distributes its products and services through a variety of channels, including proprietary
school-based book clubs, school-based book fairs, and school-based and direct-to-home continuity programs; retail stores,
schools, libraries and television networks; and the Company’s Internet site. For more information, please call 1-800-243-5020
or visit www.scholastic.com/westonwoods or www.scholastic.com

children’s cinema corner

Saturday, November 12
1:00 – 3:00
Upstairs Screening Room

life beyond the festival
L i f e a t t h e Re h o b o t h B e a c h F i l m S o c i e t y. . . A f t e r t h e F i l m Fe s t i va l
Many people think the Rehoboth Beach Film Society office becomes very quiet after the festival. On the contrary, the Film Society
continues planning and hosting several film events every month throughout the year. If you enjoy the festival, you should check
out what else is happening at the Rehoboth Beach Film Society and take advantage of numerous opportunities to see quality, independent films year-round.

Monthly Screenings

life beyond the festival

Join us for a screening of an independent film every fourth Thursday of each month (September – June) in the upstairs screening
room at the Movies at Midway. Free to RBFS members. A suggested $3.00 donation is requested from non-members.

Screen Stories
Offers a monthly film screening followed by a discussion the second Wednesday of each month, 7:00 p.m. at the Lewes Public
Library. The event is free and open to the public. Call 645-9095 for schedule information.

Independent Focus Series at the Movies at Midway
A partnership with the Movies at Midway allows an independent film to be featured as part of the theater’s regular film line-up
throughout the year. Check the RBFS website for current features. RBFS members are eligible for a discounted admission on the
first day’s screenings for each film.

Cinema & Art
Cinema & Art brings art and artists to the big screen through a partnership with the Rehoboth Art League and the Inn at Canal
Square. Two or three events are held each year. Visit the RBFS website for information about upcoming events.

Screen Cuisine
Screen Cuisine offers dinner with a film for adult (50+) audiences at various CHEER Center locations in Sussex County. Check the
RBFS website for upcoming events or call 645-9095.
As part of the organization’s outreach efforts, the Film Society partners with other community-based groups and service agencies
to co-sponsor special film events.

Reels on Wheels
Reels on Wheels- A year-round community outreach initiative designed to bring the art of filmmaking to targeted communities in
southern Sussex County, Delaware which typically don’t have access to films.
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Third Thursday Theater (in partnership with the Rehoboth Beach Public Library) – A monthly kids film series which features an age
appropriate film screening. Popcorn and juice are provided. A book is given away as a door prize at each screening.

Student Film Committee
A group of area high school and college students meet twice a month to view and discuss independent films, work on area film
projects and coordinate the student film competition component of the annual Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival.

Morris Fierberg Student Film Award Program
A program designed to encourage student film production by acknowledging the outstanding work of a student film director with a
financial award on an annual basis.

To learn more about Film Society programs, we encourage you to sign up on our e-mail contact list.
Your e-mail address is privately stored for RBFS use only and is used to send you information about
upcoming events.

Is there more? Stay tuned for the special announcement
at the opening night revealing exciting, future plans!

d T t FhEeS TfI eV IsTtI iEvSa l
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Yes, We Have Something for Children Too!
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ticket order form
2 0 0 5 R E H O B OT H B E AC H I N D E P E N D E N T FI L M FE ST I VA L
DIRECTIONS: Please complete this form listing the film tickets you wish to purchase. Remember, if you are not a member of the RB Film Society,
tickets must be purchased each day of the festival. If you are a member, check your membership status to review your ticket purchasing benefits.
Couple members may purchase (4) tickets per film and individual members may purchase (2) tickets per film in the Members Only line.
Non-members may purchase (2) tickets per film in the Non-member line. Please have this form completed before you get in line to help expedite
the ticket purchasing process. Thank you.

TICKET PURCHASER’S NAME:
DAY

FILM TITLE

TIME

# OF TICKETS

ticket order form
2 0 0 5 R E H O B OT H B E AC H I N D E P E N D E N T FI L M FE ST I VA L
DIRECTIONS: Please complete this form listing the film tickets you wish to purchase. Remember, if you are not a member of the RB Film Society,
tickets must be purchased each day of the festival. If you are a member, check your membership status to review your ticket purchasing benefits.
Couple members may purchase (4) tickets per film and individual members may purchase (2) tickets per film in the Members Only line.
Non-members may purchase (2) tickets per film in the Non-member line. Please have this form completed before you get in line to help expedite
the ticket purchasing process. Thank you.

TICKET PURCHASER’S NAME:
DAY

FILM TITLE

TIME

# OF TICKETS

0
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our thanks...

Producing the Annual Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival is an amazing synchronization of local, regional, national, and
international connections, relationships, and opportunities. It is hard to believe that the hub for this operation is a tiny, one-room
office, tucked snugly in a shopping strip. Even more remarkable is the continuing cycle of energy that pours into the office
throughout the twelve month planning process. Like flowing tides, sponsors, volunteers, members, and even newcomers bring
resources, suggestions, knowledge, skills, and sometimes, treats!

express our appreciation to each and every person involved with producing this wonderful event.

THANK YOU...To all the filmmakers, producers, directors,

THANK YOU... Sharon Baker and the Teleduction crew for

and distribution company representatives who provide us the
opportunity to expose audiences to some of the highest
quality independent films available.

producing creative and entertaining trailers that are a ‘must
see’ at every festival.

THANK YOU...Richard Derrickson, owner of Movies at
Midway, for providing theaters during the festival and throughout the year so we can strive to satisfy the interests of loyal,
independent film enthusiasts.

THANK YOU...Delaware Division of the Arts for supporting
the Film Society’s operations, guiding our development, and
encouraging our planning for the future. Special thanks to
Susan Salkin and the Delaware Arts Council for your support.

THANK YOU... Coast Press/Beachcomber/delmarvanow!com
for supporting this event as Title Sponsor for the third
consecutive year. Special Thanks to Joni Silverstein and Jane
Meleady whose generous and enthusiastic support of this
festival is deeply appreciated.

THANK YOU... Siquis Ltd. and the great design team of Anita
Kaplan (President), Francis Lubbe, (Executive VP), David
Griffiths, Greg Bennett, David Counts, the wonderful Rosa
Brantley and Dana Deininger. Your talents and creativity
enhance our image while at the same time set the standards
for a quality event.
THANK YOU... to each and every one of our SPONSORS
(see page 11). An event of this magnitude is possible because
of your generosity, loyalty and participation. This event
demonstrates that your support produces great results!
THANK YOU... General Manager Brooke Lowe, Film
Programmer Joe Bernheimer, and the entire Movies at Midway
staff for your technical skills, hard work, commitment, and
customer friendly service which makes the theater atmosphere
enjoyable for all.

THANK YOU... Governor Ruthann Minner for your fourth year
trailer performances. We are checking into the possibility of
Streetscape Walk of Fame paver for you!

THANK YOU... ECI (Environmental Consultants International
Corporation) for sponsoring the rental of the Rehoboth Beach
Convention Center for the Opening Night celebration.
Rehoboth Beach is a great home for Opening Night!

THANK YOU...Sara McCraw and the Sussex County Reading
Council for coordinating a fun-filled Children’s Cinema Corner
enjoyed by kids, big and small, and parents too!

THANK YOU... To our summer film critics who provided feedback during the film selection process.

THANK YOU... to all the film buffs attending this festival.
Your enthusiasm, adventurous spirit, support, and positive
feedback help energize everyone involved with the festival.

THANK YOU... to the RBFS staff of Julie Forestieri, Wendi
Dennis, and Rachel Cowart for your hard work which collectively
forms the glue that keeps everything together.
THANK YOU... Rehoboth Beach Film Society Board of
Directors for your knowledge, skills, and commitment. Your
governance has enabled amazing achievements for an
organization so young. A special thanks to Board President
Beth Hochholzer who leads by example and works tirelessly
on behalf of this organization.
THANK YOU... to each and every one of our 300 plus
volunteers who donate hours of work to make this event so
special. Your professionalism, friendliness, and enthusiasm
help create a positive festival experience for hundreds of people.
A standing ovation to all the volunteers, sponsors, Board of
Directors, staff, and members. This festival is a reflection of
your work and what a great job you do!

Our thanks to all of you!
Sue Early, Managing Director
Erika Jakubassa, Festival Program Director

our thanks

The Annual Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival is successful because of the efforts of many. On this page we would like to

members of the rehoboth beach film society

The Rehoboth Beach Film Society thanks the following individuals (as of 9/21/05), Who
support the organization’s operations year-round with their membership dues.
Director
Level
Brenda Abell
Mark Aguirre
Scott Allegretti
Laura Ambler
Patricia Antonisse
Murray Archibald
Philip Armstrong
Janine Armstrong
Pamela Baker
A. Richard Barros
Andrea Barros
Terrance Bartley
Charles Bechhoefer
Carolyn --Becker
David Bergman
Joe Bilancio
Cathin Bishop
Andrew Buehler
Alyssa Buehler
Angelo Cairo
Kathy Casey
Bruce Chilcoat
Violet Chilcoat
Constantina Christie
Tjarda Clagett
Suzanne Clagett
Melissa Clink
Christine Corsette
Robert Corsette
Rachel Cowart
Dave Cowart
Danielle D'Aconti
Julie Davis
Sheila Davolos
Beverly Denbo
Bart Derrick
Joyce Derrick
Diane Dixson
Reid Dudley
William Dupont
Steve Elkins
Sallie Gadzalski
Shirley Gilmer
Mary Good
David Greer
Mark Gruber
Betty Grunder
Gary Grunder
Pradeep Gupta
Katie Halen
Sharon Hansen
Alan Harmon
Brian Hill
Jean Hirsch
Ron Hirsch
Elizabeth Hochholzer
Richard Holland
Harriet Jarosh
Shirley Klassman
Suzanne Landon
Sheldon Lebowitz
Curt Leciejewski
Nancy Leggoe
Joan LeLacheur
Anita Lenz
John Lenz
Jacqueline Letrinko
Ted Lewis
Michael Linder
Duwayne Litz
Michele Mankins
Bonnie Maxwell
William McManus
John Messick
John Metz
Maxwell Morris
Natalie Moss
Gordon Negus
Barbara Negus
David Nelson
Darrell Netherton
Kathleen Nilles
Robert Nowak
Dan Patton
Robert Peavy

Beth Pile
Daniel Quirk
Steve Ranger
Rita Ann Reimer
Joel Robbins
Ellen Rodin
Steven Russell
John Sabo
Michael Sanow
Joan Sharp
Laura Simon
Michael Smith
Midge Smith
Donald Stein
Mike Stosser
John Suchanec
Lawrence Sullivan
Stephen Sumption
Ariane Sumption
Joan Thompson
W. Michael Tupman
Bonnie Walker
Brain Ward
Doug Weidman
Linda Weidman
Robert Wheeler
Chris Wilson
Robert Wiltshire
Carl Wisler
Alexander Yearley
Suzanne Ziegler

Executive
Producer
Level
Phyllis Aerenson
James Alexander Jr.
Daniel Anderson
Margaret Anderson
LeRoy Anderson
Margot Anderson
Andrea Andrus
Deborah Appleby
Tim Arnold
James Bailey
Steven Baker
Melissa Baker
Stephani Ballard
Kate Barba
Sue Bardsley
Barbara Barnard
Curtiss Barrows
Nina Bawa
Sally Bawcombe
Dick Bawcombe
Gregory Beal
Sarah Beall
Mary Ann Benyo
Judith Berkman
Peter Berkman
Lu Betti
Deb Bialecki
Melinda Bickerstaff
Jenifer Blair
Karen Blood
Nancy Bloom
Jane Blue
Sandy Bobb
Tony Boyd-Heron
Carol Boyd-Heron
Michael Boyle
David Brant
Gary Breakwell
Carol Bresler
Sandy Browning
Wendy Bruce
Trudy Bryan
Albert H. Buchanan
Vern Buck
David Bunting
Kathryn Byrne
Ted Bywalski
Sam Calagione
Mariah Calagione
Michele Campisi
Robert Cardner
Robin Carney

Justine Carpenter
John Carrow
Gloria Castle
Judy Catterton
Ken Catterton
Sara Cavendish
Monica Chai
Edward Chase
Patricia Chase
Harvey Chasser
Dorothy Chimienti
Tammy Chincheck
Stan Chincheck
Sandra Chinchilla
Jim Chupella
Glenn Clark
James Clayton
Kelly Collins
Charles Conroy
George Coscia
Constance Costigan
Jeannette Cowan
William Cowan
David Cristy
Robert Crocetti
Joyce Dadant
Carol Dadds
Lindsay Daschle
Diane Daum
Spencer Derrickson
Gina Derrickson
Marcia DeWitt
Julie Dickson
Arthur Dochterman
Slate Donaldson
Deanna Duby
Yvette Dunbar
Teresa Dunbar
Lynda Dunham
Eugene Dvornick
Mary Ann Elliott
Dara Ellis
Donna Emory
Richard Emory
Jeff Fabian
Christine Farnandis
Nancy Feichtl
Joseph Feichtl
Ellen Feinberg
Elissa Feldman
Mark Fernstrom
Michael Filicko
Leslie Finer
Jackie Finer
Al Firth
Todd Fishburn
Beth Fitton
Roy Fitzgerald
Keven Fitzsimmons
Marianne Flynn
David Fogle
Mark Ford
Becky Forney
Craig Fraser
Sarah Friebert
Jeffrey Fried
Rosalyn Fried
Janet Friedman
Laurie Fulton
Patrick Gaffney
Bill Galbraith
Susan Gambino
Rhoda Ganz
Joel Ganz, M.D.
Don Gardiner
Helen Garton
Patricia Gibler
Robin Gilbert
Peter Gilbert
Jackie Goff
Fay Gold
Roy A. Gordon
Jane Govatos
Amy Grace
Maria Gregg
Rick Grier-Reynolds
Rachel Grier-Reynolds
Bill Groft

Helen Groft
Suzanne Gross
Alfred Gross
Karan Guyon
Cindy Hall
Rita Hanuschock
Rebecca Hardin
Linda Hersey
Stan Heuisler
Michael J. Higgins
Janet Higgins
Bill Hillegeist
Rede Hinkle
Lawrence Hoffman
Barbara Holub
Tom Holub
Michael Honegger
Larry Hooker
Jean Houck
Jake Hudson
Karen Hugues
Phil Hutchison
Marshal Hyman
Jill Ipnar
Fay Jacobs
Sharon Janis
Joan Jennings
Jim Johnson
Judy Jones
Walter Jones
Nancy Kaiser
Fred Kaltreider
Mary Kaltreider
Marcia Kaplin
Arnold Kaplin
Robin Karman
Sean Katulis
Dorie Kayser
Maureen Keenan
Jennie Keith
Martha Keller
Ken Keller
Barbara Kelly
Cheryln Kelly
Ron Kelly
Joanne Kempton
Frances Kendall
Sandra Kennedy
Deborah Kennedy
Esther Kernosh
Mary Kerr
Raymond Kerr
Anne King
Monique Klapka
Dr. C. Klase
Jo Klinge
Jennifer Knighton
Karen Kohn
Joyce Koos
Diane Koslow
Stephen Koslow
Diane LaPenna
Jean Laws
Vic Laws
Pat Layton
Sally Lengel
Larry Levine
Irv Levitt
Phyllis Levitt
Linda Lieberman
Barbara Lifflander
Wayne Lucarelli
Tina Lucarelli
Joyce Lussier
Doris Lustine
Donna Mabry
Jim Madgey
Marcia Maldeis
Marti Marino
Guy Martin
Nancy Martin
Theresa McCarthy
Mary McElhone
Bill McGee
Sarane McHugh
Suzi McKeen
Ann McNeil
J.O. Meadows

Carol Meadows
Arthur Melvin
Sallie Melvin
John Meng
Kim Merello
Warren Michelson
Stan Mills
Lee Wayne Mills
Frank Miranda
Mary Miranda
Jessica Mong
William Moore
Mary Morgan
Jody Morrison
Gregory Murphy
Karen Myers
Robert Nadig
Paula Nadig
Bloom Nancy
Keith Neale
Kim Nelson
Carl Newman
John Newton, Jr.
Donna Nicholson
Jeffrey Nolt
Russ Notar
Alan O'Leary
James Ostendorf
Martie Owers
Sandra Pace
Rosanne Pack
Linda Palmer
Linda Palmer
Rick Palmer
Judith Palmer
George Palmer
David Palmer
Roy Parks
Robert Pasquale
Ellen Passman
Tim Patterson
Peggy Paul
Suzanne Perry
Marianne Petillo
Mac Peverley
Fred Pflieger
Richard Phillips
Kit Pilgrim
Ev Pilgrim
John Pitchford
Michael Pohuski
Nancy Poole
Dusty Porter
Sue Potts
Colleen Prasil
Joel Putnam
Bonnie Quesenberry
Margaret Quinn
Ronnie Radalin
Harold Radalin
Betsy Reamer
Jay Reamer
Sandra Reed
Joan Reeves
Michael Riccitelli
Helen Richards
Salvatore Rinaudo
Tim Ring
Chris Riss
Dale Roberts
Susan Roehmer
John Roehmer
Deb Rose
Ed Rose
Peter Rosenstein
Eugene Ruane
Martha Ruane
Ed Ruiz
Kathy Rulon
Sandra Ryan
Tom Ryan
Sue Saliba
Charles Salkin
Susan Salkin
Jacob Schiavo
Frank Schmidt
Peter Schott
Frederick Schranck

Susan Schranck
Carol Schwartz
Scott Selby
John Sertich
Jonahan Sharp
Gwyneth Sharp
Margaret Shaw
Matt Shepard
David Shotwell
David Shuey
Everett Sillers
Beverly Silver
Evelyn Simmons
Carol Pearson Simon
Borah Simon
Julie Slick
Barbara Smith
Dreama Smith
Perrin Smith
Charles Smith
Gail Smith
Timothy Smith
William Smith
C. Wesley Sooy
Madge Lee Spector
Pat Staby
Allen Stafford
Hiba Stancofski
Erik Stancofski
Phyllis Stearman
Sydney Stearman
Scott Steedman
Richard Steinke
Barbara Steinke
Monte Steinman
Jill Stokes
Virginia Stuminski
Casey Suits
Grace Sundstrom
Kate Supplee
Joseph Tarantolo
Ronald Tate
Alleane Taylor
Stephen Thomas
Jennie Thompson
Aleta Thompson
Barbara Thompson
Rosalind Troupin
Raymond Turner
Maria Turner
Ed Turner, Jr.
Sandra Tydd
Joel Underwood
Susan Vanaman
Margrit Vanderryn
Monica Viana
JoAnn Vitullo
Beatrice Wagner
Rose Walker
Allen Walker
Barbara Warnell
Bob Warren
Ann Warren
Shelley Wasserman
Charles Wasserman
Carolyn Watson
Ferris Webster
Maria Webster
Shirley Weiner
Ed Wendel
Bobbie Wendel
John Wieseman
James Wigand
Margaret Wilkins
Rene Wilson
Gene Wilson
Genevieve Wilson
Arthur Windreich
Beth Wise
Robert Wright
Barbara Wright
Elizabeth Wright
Katherine Wu
James Wu
William Wyatt
Stephen Yaros
Kit Zak
Libby Zando

Alan Zuckerman
Marilyn Zuckerman

Associate
Producer
Level
Lois Anderson
John Anderson
James Andrews
Joan Appleby
Robert Appleby
Rueben April
Shirley April
Donna Atsidis
Ken Backer
Wanda Bair
Susan Baker
Dwayne Barnes
Jane Battles
Margaret Beatty
Kendall Becke
David Bedingfield
Donna Beecher
John Beecher
Ruth Bender
Greg Bender
Bridget Benshetler
Christine Besche
Tim Beymer
Shaku Bhaya
David Bielenberg
Bea Birman
Robert Blickenstaff
Arthur Blose
Linda Blumner
George Bockius
Jean Bohner
Robert Bolth
Nicholas Bonanni
Constance Bond
Roy Boucher
Tracey Bradley
Carole Bradt
Kathy Brady
Victor Branham
Gene Braverman
Tammy Brittingham
Thomas Bruce
Daniel Bruner
Emory Buck
Tony Burns
Philip Burstein
Joann Burstein
Timothy Bush
Carole Calhoun
Sandy Cameli
Catherine Campbell
Andrew Campbell
Ruth Campbell
Karen Cannon
Laurel Capodanno
Paul Capodanno
Brenda Carder
Lynne Cardwell
Jane Casazza
Ken Casazza
Denis Casey
Jacquie Christman
Larry Christman
Mark Clark
Terrance Clark
Sarah Clement
Elizabeth Coit
Gary Colangelo
Joan Coley
Susan Conway
P.J. Cooper
Marjorie Corrallo
Sal Corrallo
Christine Cox
Christopher Cox
Elizabeth Cox
Brian Cox
Ruth Crystal
Tom Curry
John Curtin
Julekha Dash

Shane Grant
Sherry Gratz
Robert Gratz
Nettie Green
Sterling Green
Scott Green
Edith Green
Joseph Gregory
Beal Gregory
Kimberly Grimes
Bryna Groll
Joan Grozalis
Bob Guenette
Jane Guyer
Bernie Guyer
Gretchen Haag
Nancy Hackerman
Frank Halsall
Cathy Hamill
Dorothy Hand
Gary Hanna
Anne Hanna
Ron Hannebohn
Kathryn Harris
Mark Harris
Earl Harris
Blossom Harris
Bobbie Hart
John Hart
Salla Hauvonen
Donald Hecht
Jeff Heebner
Mary Helms
Pat Hendrickson
Lynn Hickey
Mike Higgins
Davina Hill
Jeanne Holl
John Holl
Lynne Hooker
Craig Horleman
Peter Horton
Bryan Houlette
December Hughes
John Hulse
Robert Huntington
Robert Hyberg
Brucie Jacobs
Karen Jacoby
Tom Jamison
Jim Jefferson
Ken Johnson
Marty Johnson
Toby Johnson
Kevin Jones
James Jones
Lee Jones
Carol Jones
Barbara Kaplan
Peter Karsner
Amy Kaufman
Joe Kearney
Patrick Kelley
Janet Kennedy
Margot Kia
Eleanor Kiesel
Ruth Kifer
Bonnie Kirkland
Howard Kitchener
Gershon Klein
Goldie Klein
Jeff Kleintop
Irene Kleintop
Frances Kling
Greg Kodjanian
Carol Kolmerten
John Korman
Joan Kostelnik
Eve Kovalchick
Genie Kramedas
Roger Kramer
Charlene Kramer
Amy Kratz
Brenda Krebs
Ron Kronthal
Beth Kronthal
Lori Kuhmann
Panelpha Kyler

Sylvia Lahvis
Fritz Lahvis
Terry Lake
Diane Lane
Pat Latin
Mariella Lehfeldt
Carolyn Lester
Marilyn Levinson
Barbara Lilien
Mary Lippiatt
Dana Long
Terri Lottmann
Blanche Love
Howard Lowell
William Lowery
Kay Loysen
Margaret Lyle
Iris Mace
Waneeta Mack
Penny MacLennan
Joan Madeksza
Al Madeksza
Christopher Magaha
Pauline Magargal
Patricia Magee
Mary Malgoire
Ron Massengill
Ruth Ann Mattingly
Joanne Mattioni
Claire McCabe
Sarah McCarron
Charles McCormick
Dolores McCormick
Patrick McCoy
Melita McCully
Davene McFalls
Laura McKeown
Steve McLerran
Cathy McNeill
Robert Meighan
Michele Meisart
Ronald Meltzer
Holly Melzer
Robin Metcalf
Mary Miele
Mary Miller
Bill Miller
Ellen Miller
Carl Mills
Neal Minietta
Joseph Mirabella
Rene Guy Mongeau
Sandra Moore
Norm Moore
Judy Moore
Renee Moore
Barton Morrison
Bonne Morrison
Charles Moscarillo
Michael Moshos
Beverly Moyer
David Mumford
Sam Mussoff
Lee Mussoff
Michael Myers
Monica Nagy
Gilbert Navarro
Joseph Neenan
Gene Nelson
Marilyn Nelson
Jon Newsom
Iris Newsom
Don Niehus
Konrad Noebel
Ann Nolan
Mary-Jane Ostinato
Maggie Ottato
Aaron Overman
Richard Pack
Elena Padrell
Mary Peck
Anita Peghini
Margrit Pendleton
Mimi Peters
Lisa Peterson
Anita Pettitt
Susan Pfeiffer-Wetzel
Guido Pittaccio

Ted Pokorny
Patricia Porta
Robert Porta
Marc Pound
Frank Powell
Kelly Price
Catherine Priest
Martin Priest
Veronica RadalinMumford
Patricia Rayne
Joseph Reardon
Rob Rector
Marylou Reeves
Richard Reeves
Ann Reinhart
Jon Reynolds
Emilee Reynolds
Karl Richeson
Jacqueline Rifenbergh
James K. Rifenbergh
Edwin Riggin
David Riper
Dennis Rivard
Tricia Roberts
Robert Robinson
Alix Robinson
Craig Rocklin
Judy Rolfe
Patricia Romaine
Richard Ronan
Josephine Ronan
Chuck Rorbach
Lorraine Rose
Nadyne Rosin
Stephen Ross
Glenn Ruoff
Molly Ruoff
Gail Russell
Barbara Rutt
Helene Sacks
Christina Samson
Satyajit Sarangi
Betty Sargent
T. Richard Saunders
Stephen Scarano
Ruth Schetman
Donald Schetman
Betsy Schmidt
Mark Schoenfelder
Sharon Schreter
Robert Schreter
Geoffrey Schulz
Shawn Scott
James Scott, Jr
Mark Scurti
Robin Seidel
Michele Seiler
Fred Sellers
Marcia Shihadeh
Nancy Shobe
Judy Simmons
Renee Slobasky
Joan Slowey
Mary Jo Slowey
Judith Smith
Suzanne Smith
Jeff Socorso
Erika Sokoloff
Jeanne Solomon
Gloria Soto
Timothy Spies
Richard Sprague
Janet Sprague
Luane Stanley
Tom Starnes
Wave Starnes
Andrew Staton
Richard Todd Stevens
Caroline Stites
David Storms
Lois Strauss
Scott Strickler
Bobbie Thomas
Bridget Touhey
Susan Towers
Vivian Unger
Carl Updike

Martha Vanderhoof
Bryan Vogh
Beverly Vogt
Don Voth
Don Wainwright
Helen Waite
Marlon Wallace
Gloria Walls
Ellen Walston
Marianne Walters
Barbara Warden
Dick Warden
Aileen Watkins
Ellen Watkins
Fran Greeley-Weintraub
John Weintraub
Ann Weir
Helen Weiss
Stephen Weissman
Karen Wexler
Fred White
Mildred White
Joe Wholey
Joyce Wickham
Bill Wickham
Janet Widoff
Mark Widoff
Gail Winkler
Paul Winkler
Linda Winton
Kim Witmer
Toni Worsham
John Worthington
Richard Wray
Karen Wray
Vera Wright
Judy Yeager
Herb Yeager
Helen Yeh
Oliver Yeh
Eric Youngdale
Marvin Zim
Gary Zupco

Film Buff
Level
Gary Adams
Verlyn Aker
Adelyn Aker
Gerald Alexander
Nancy Alexander
Brook Andrews
James Andrews
Amy Antonelli
Morris Antonelli
Ann Bailey
Maud Banks
Harry Banks
Bernadine Bauer
Elaine Beck
Jim Benner
Charlotte Benner
Tina Betz
Tom Biesiadny
Theda Blackwelder
Jimmy Blevins
Bruce Boon
Jean Boudah
Katharine Boyd
Greg Brown
Roo Brown
Ellen Brown
Susan Brown
Howard Butler
Barbara Butler
Bernadine Butler
Joanne Cabry
Chris Cahill
Judie Campanelli
David Carter
Fernanda Casaccio
Karl Chalabala
Joan Charmak
Linda Christenson
Jim Condry
Joyce Condry
Cal Copp

Barry Cullen
David Cummings
Helen Daley
Mary Dalto
Mary Davis
Mary Dean
Danny Dearing
Wendi Dennis
Charlotte Dennis
Anne Derbes
Amanda Diaz
Liz Dolan
Kurt Dreger
Mike Dukes
Sue Early
Tom Evans
Mary Page Evans
Barbara Fallon-Walsh
Kelly Fanto
Steve Fanto
Lana Fink
Rikki Fleisher
Jane Gafvert
Chip Garner
Nancy Genet
Lois Gillespie
Judi Godbey
Alice Hendry
Matt Hennesey
Robert Hotes
Susanne Huey
Rodney Huey
William Iversen
Thomas Iversen
Diane Jackson
Cindy Johnson
David Johnson
Elaine Karr
Jim Kay
Phyllis Kay
Anna Kihn
John Kiker
Barbara Kiker
Eleanor Knapp
Anita Knisbacher
Jeff Knisbacher
David Kornblatt
Barbara Kornblatt
Myra Kramer
Dan Kuhn
Felicity Lavelle
Jeri Lipov
Lois Lipsett
Jen Lloyd
Pat Loughlin
Charles Lyon
Gail Mack
Sarna Marcus
Norma Martin
JoAnn McAnallen
Gail McDermott
Jan McKenzie
Chuck Mezger
Teresa Mezger
Michael Miller
Jamie Moore
Patricia Moran
Barbara Mullin
Robert Nagy
C. Patricia Nelson
Terry O'Byrne
Lowell Owens
Jim Owens
Anne Owens
Marilyn Panagopoulos
Paul Penniman
Constance Peterson
E. Peterson
Eileen M. Phillips
Jim Powell
Kay Powell
Susan Powers
Colin Powers
Dianne Pringle
Bruce Pringle
Carol Reed
Sandra Roberts
Sharon Rose

Dave Ruffner
Gifford Scarborough
Patricia Scarborough
Howard B. Schapker
Mary Schapker
Robert Schwab
Susan Schwelling
K. Penny Scott
Vera Seleznow
Eugene Seleznow
Robert Shea
Liz Shea
Mary Slattery
Robert Smith
Anne Marie Sopko
Darlene St. Peter
Jeanne Svikhart
Chip Thompson
William Tucker
Judy Turner
Barbara Vaughan
Tim Wallace
Bob Wasserbach
Shelly Webb
Richard Weinacht
Tori Weiss
David Whalen
Louise White
Martin Wiesner
Ulrike Wiesner
Nathalie Willard
Lynn Wilson
Robert Wilson
Stephen Wise
Jean Ann Yaccino
Anne Yarbrough
James Young
Margaret Zak
Howard Zucker
Judith Zucker

Student
Level
Ursula Beaver-Kepner
Chris Franz
Nick Galasso
Judith Meyers
Gabrielle Nadig
Eleanor Vansant
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members of the rehoboth beach film society

Harriet Davies
Marsha Davis
Kathy Davison
Jeanie Dawson
Carol DeCatur
Michael Decker
Sonja Decker
Hoyte Decker
Lucy DeFanti
Linda Defeo
Terence Dell
Jay Delozier
Joan H. Demko
Geri Dibiase
Ruth Dickerson
Colin Dickson
A.T. Dill 3rd
Stanley Dillon
Lynn Dillon
Claire DiStefano
Vicki DiVittorio
Carol Dobson
Eric Doroshow
Crystal Dowdell
Perry Drevo
Patrick Driscoll
Valerie Driscoll
Dorothy Duggan
Charlie Dunham
Carol Eason
John Ebert
Pisha Eliason
Lisa Elliott
Robert Emory
Melissa Emory
Nancy Engan
Susan English
George Eves
Alice Fagans
Michael Failla
Robert Falb
Susan Fazo
Debi Feder
Rosa Fernandez
Gerard Fiala
Polly Fields
Roslyn Fierberg
Sally Fintel
Cheryl Fischer
Gary Fisher
Gayle Fitzgerald
Jean Fleishman
Joyce Flora
Mary Folan
Carol Frank
Beebe Frazer
Rebecca Frederick
Marlene Freed
Joan Frense
Stephen Friedman
Rhoda Friedman
Sharon Friedman
Jean Fry
Larry Fry
Kathryn Fuller
Paul Gagnon
Nina Galerstein
Floyd Gallo
Jo Ann Gallo
Ann Gardner
Lou Garty
Linda Gaskill
Colleen Gause
Jennifer Gavin
Beverly Gayhardt
James Gayhardt
Debra Gentile-Wood
Frank Gerhardt
Frederick P. German
Natalie Gilbert
Roger Gilkeson
Debbie Givens
John Godshalk
Melvin Goldberg
Karina Golden
Mark Goldstein
Stuart Gordon
Don Gourley

membership application
Please select the membership level that provides the benefits most suitable to your interests and complete the information below. The Film Society is a 501(c)(3)nonprofit organization and contributions are
considered charitable for federal income tax purposes and may be deducted to the fullest extent of the
law. Return your completed form with a check payable to: RBFS (address provided on the left).
Thank you for your support!

Membership Core Benefits

www.rehobothfilm.com

become a member today!

Phone (302) 645-9095
Fax (302) 645-9460
102 Midway Village
Rehoboth Beach,
Delaware 19971

• Membership Card
• Advance Notice of Film Society events &
mailing of festival program
• Quarterly newsletter
• Purchase festival tickets in the MEMBERSONLY line for films screened that day

• Your name will appear in the festival program
(Advance ticket purchases are for specific
levels, please check below)
• Individual memberships may purchase a
maximum of two tickets per film/ Couple
memberships- four tickets per film

Are You

Interested In Volunteering?

a New Member

Throughout the year

a Renewing Member

During Festival only

Director
Annual Dues:

Individual $250

All of the Membership Core Benefits plus:
• Festival 2005 poster & T-shirt (distributed
during festival)
• One complimentary Opening Night ticket
per member
• (6) complimentary festival movie passes
(12 per couple)

Couple $450
• Priority seating at all films during the festival
• 15% discount on Delaware Beach Life
magazine subscription
• Complimentary beverages at the 2005 festival
• Pre-festival ticket ordering:
(max. (4) tickets per film, (8)/couple)

Executive Producer
Annual Dues:

Individual $120

All of the Membership Core Benefits plus:
• One discounted Opening Night ticket
per member
• 15% discount on Delaware Beach Life
magazine subscription

Couple $200
• (3) complimentary festival movie passes
(6 per couple)
• Pre-festival ticket ordering:
(max. (2) tickets per film,(4)/couple

Associate Producer
Annual Dues:

Individual $60

All of the Membership Core Benefits plus:
• One discounted Opening Night ticket
per member

Couple $100
• Purchase tickets for entire festival with one trip
to the MEMBERS-ONLY line

Film Buff
Annual Dues:

Individual $30

Couple $50

Membership Core Benefits: (Please note this membership level enables members to purchase
festival film tickets in the Members Only line for films being screened that day only.)

Student
Annual Dues: $20
Benefits Include:
• Membership card
• Newsletter
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• Discounted film ticket price
• purchase tickets in the MEMBERS-ONLY line
for films screened that day only

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

PARTNER NAME (FOR COUPLE MEMBERSHIPS ONLY)

PHONE

EMAIL ADDRESS (YES, SEND ME FILM EVENT E-MAILS)

2
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE
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Film Society Contributors
The Rehoboth Beach Film Society thanks the following individuals, businesses, and foundations (as of
September 20, 2005) for contributing to our Annual Campaign, an endowment fund, a program, and/or
making a donation. The generosity of each and every contribution is greatly appreciated. Thank you.
Sue Early
John Ebert
Econo Lodge, Rehoboth Beach
Sara Faucett
Joseph & Nancy Feichtl
Roz Fierberg
William & Sally Fintel
Marlene Flagel
Carl M. FreemanFoundation
Rhoda M. Friedman
Patrick M. Gaffney
Philip & Susan Gambino
James Gardner
Debra Gentile-Wood
Sterling & Nettie Green
Betty & Gary Grunder
Cynthia Hall
Elizabeth Hochholzer
Lee & Carol Jones
Shirley Klassman
Eve Kovalchick
Law Office of Edward C. Gill
Nancy Leggoe
Anita & John Lenz
Ted Lewis
Ruth & Morrie Lieb
Kay Loysen
Joyce Lussier
Bunky & Kate Markert
Adam Marsh
Nancy Martin
Sara McCraw
Steve McLerran
Monte Meltzer, M.D.
Glenn Mills
Nancy Mitchell
Natalie Moss
Martin & Marsha Murav
Sam & Lenore Mussoff
Carol Nacy
Darryl Netherton
John Newton
Russell & Ellen Notar
Tom K. Novikoff

Alan O’Leary
Dick Pack
Marcy & Mike Parykaza
Paolo & Anita Peghini
Michele Poynton-Marsh
Veronica Radalin
Jay & Betsy Reamer
George Reissig
Christopher Richter
James & Jacqueline Rifenbergh
Ed & Deb Rose
Janis Marlee Ross
Ed Ruiz
Eli Saulson
Majorie Saulson
Frederick & Susan Schranck
John Sertich
Julie Slick
Midge Smith
Perrin Smith
Jeffrey Socorso
Anne Marie Sopko
Laurence & Alma Spickler
Bob Stransky
Lawrence Sullivan
Sussex County Community
Improvement Grant
Dan & Jan Szuhay
Ronald Tate
William John Ullman
Helen Waite
Shelley & Charles Wasserman
Douglas & Linda Weidman
Robert Wheeler
Ulli Wiesner
Lee Ann Wilkinson
Carl Wisler
Lucienne Wolfe
Alexander Yearley
Kit & Bill Zak
Libby Zando
Susanne & Don Ziegler

contributors

Brenda Abell & Sharon Hansen
James & Barbara Alexander
James & Karen Alexander
Dr. Scott Allegretti
LeRoy Anderson, Jr.
Andrea Andrus & Maggie Shaw
Patricia Antonisse
Deborah S. Appleby
Kim Ellen Ayvazian
Charles & Rosemarie Bahan
John Baker
Peter & Judy Berkman
Bob Blayney
Seymour Blustein & Joyce Cheresh
Dave Brant
Theodora R. Braver
Susan Brown
Marilyn Bryant
Tony Burns
Michele Campisi
Lynne Cardwell
Robin Carney
Ken & Jane Casazza
Lynn Cattafi
Bruce & Violet Chilcoat
Linda Christenson
Richard & Louise Cinoman
James Chupella
Charles Conroy
Frank Corliss
Donald & Irene Corn
Rachel & Dave Cowart
Helen Daley
Hoyte & Sonja Decker
Joyce & Bart Derrick
Gina & Spencer Derrickson
Marcia & Henry Dewitt
Ana Dittel
Diane Dixson & Pamela Baker
Carol Dobson
Draper Holdings Business Trust
Teri Dunbar
William F. Dupont
Eugene Dvornick

board members

rbfs leadership

The Rehoboth Beach Film Society is governed by the following group of dedicated and
talented volunteer Board members:

President

Vice-President

Elizabeth (Beth) Hochholzer

James Gardner

Treasurer

Secretary

Gene Dvornick

Perrin Smith

Carol Dobson

Cindy Hall

Rob Rector

Fritz Schranck

Teri Dunbar

Katie Halen

Ed Ruiz

John Sertich

community advisory committee
The Rehoboth Beach Film Society would like to thank the following people for contributing their
skills, knowledge, and resources while serving on our Community Advisory Committee.

Mark Aguirre

Melissa Clink

Michael Filicko

Betsy Reamer

Nancy Alexander

Gina Charles

Sabrina Hill

Tom Tipton

Sydney Arzt

Derrickson

Nancy Kaiser

Bea Wagner

Bob Zando Blayney

Steve Elkins

Kathy McGuiness

Dr. Rob Wiltshire

Mariah Calagione

Joyce Felton

Russ Notar
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around town (map)

Movies at Midway
Rehoboth beach convention center

a guide to our advertisers

advertisers

Key Sponsors
Coast Press/
Beachcomer/Delmarva!com
Delaware River and Bay Authority
Blockbuster
Delaware Division of the Arts
Camp Rehoboth
Nicola Pizza
Delaware National Bank
Delaware Electric Co-op
The Sea Bova Assoc.
Siquis
CP Diver
Dogfish Head Brewings & Eats
Comcast
Century Wines & Spirits
Midwest Feather & Down
Prudential Gallo Realtors
Jake’s Seafood
Vickie York
Delmarva Online
Canadian Embassy
Pulte Homes
Tanger Outlets
Blue Moon
RE/MAX - Rose Walker
Abizak’s
Boardwalk Builders
WaWa
Jack Lingo
Ibach’s
DuArt
Teleduction
Delaware Today
Metro Technical Services

Places to Shop
BC
IBC
IFC
1
2
7
7
7
7
8
9
10
25
28
33
33
35
35
35
40
40
41
42
42
42
42
43
43
43
44
58
59
69

Places to
Eat & Drink
Nicola Pizza
Dogfish Head Brewings & Eats
Jake's
Blue Moon
WaWa
Queenz Quizine
Thyme Restaurant
Café Solé
Café Azafrán
Tijuana Taxi

7
10
35
42
43
81
82
90
92
98

Blockbuster
CP Diver
Century Wines & Spirits
Midwest Feather & Down
Tanger Outlets
Abizak’s
Ibach’s
Very European
R&L Liquors
Lewes Mercantile Antique Gallery
Vacation Video
Grifasi-Holloway Eyecare & Optical
Panache
Rehoboth Art and Framing
Tideline Gallery
Coastal Frameshop and Gallery
Anything Goes
Vision Centre Optical/Shademakers
Barstools Plus

Services
IFC
9
28
33
41
42
43
59
62
62
71
71
81
82
92
92
92
98
99

Real Estate &
Realtors
The Sea Bova Assoc.
Prudential Gallo Realtors
Vickie York
Pulte Homes
Boardwalk Builders
RE/MAX - Rose Walker
Jack Lingo
Debbie Reed Team
Resort Quest Realty
Century 21 - Frank Robino
Coldwell Banker-Donna Atsidis
American Home Mortgage Susan Cunningham
American Home Mortgage Team Brittingham

7
33
35
40
42
42
43
91
70
77
99
99
100

Places to Stay
The Inn at Canal Square
The Bellmoor
Sleep Inn
Lighthouse Inn B&B
Hotel Blue
Econo Lodge
An Inn by The Bay
Heritage Inn & Golf Club
Royal Rose Inn

62
62
71
82
83
89
91
91
98

CoastPress/
Beachcomber/Delmarvanow.com
Delaware River and Bay Authority
Delaware Division of the Arts
Camp Rehoboth
Delaware National Bank
Delaware Electric Co-op
Siquis
Comcast
Delmarva Online
Canadian Embassy
Boardwalk Builders
DuArt
Teleduction
Delaware Today
Leisure Fitness
Metro Technical Services
Best Places in Town
Seaside Holidays in Rehoboth Beach
Ocean Travel
Lank, Johnson and Tull
Grizzly’s Landscape Supply & Services
Downes Associates
Merrill Lynch
Copy Right
Curtis Leciejewski Dentistry
Coastal Concerts
Community Pride Financial Advisors
Beach Tans and Hair Designs
Embroidery and Screen Masters
Delmarva Power
Advance Control Systems
Smith, O’Donnel, Feinberg & Berl, LLP
www.SneakingSuspicions.com
Rehoboth Art League
Lewes Chamber of Commerce

BC
IBC
1
2
7
7
8
25
35
40
42
44
58
59
63
69
76
81
82
83
84
84
84
89
89
90
90
91
91
91
91
91
98
100
100

